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The purpose of this study was to examine the works of John Dewey, 

William Heard Kilpatrick, Boyd H. Bode and Harold B. Alberty in order to define a 

project method for future application to the teaching of English as a Second 

Language (E.S.L.). The researcher used content analysis to develop a 

philosophical context for a project method and its plausible connection to an 

effective teaching methodology in the area of E.S.L. 

The study outlines the principles inherent in such an approach, and how 

the philosophies of the above mentioned exemplars conned in its definition. The 

principles identified by the researcher for an effective project method are that it 

be based on inquiry and problem-solving, focused upon creating hamony 

between student interest and the expectations of democratic society and upon 

linking student experience with subjects to be leamed. A project method based 

on inquiry would begin with student experience and interest (Dewey, Kilpatrick, 

Bode, Alberty) and proceed with task-oriented, purposeful activity based upon 

individual and group goals (Dewey, Kilpatrick). Hamiony between student 

experience and democratic living would occur as a result of attention to balancing 

student interest with the expectations of society (Bode) through cunicular design 

which encourages hamony of student interest with societal expectations 

(Albeiiy), and practices democratic living in the classroorn. This type of leamng 

would, for the student of English as a Second Language, ideally help develop al1 

components of communicative ampetence (Celce-Murcia. Dornyei. & Thurrell, 

1995) as students are actively engaged in the complex task of problem solving 

and comrnunicating through language. 
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Introduction 



CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

Life is not a series of unwnnected events, as presented in the 

classrooms of schools mled by subject matter. Life is the integration of 

knowledge within our tumultuous world, and sdiools should reflect this 

reality. If students can leam to work purposefully toward the acquisition of 

knowledge related directly to their lives, with teachers guiding students to 

see those relationships, the bridge between school and society can finally be 

built. "Authentic thinking, thinking that is concemed about reality, does not 

take place in ivory tower isolation, but only in communication" (Freire, 1970, 

p. 64). 

Canada is viewed around the world as a multiwltural and democratic 

nation, and thus continues to be desirable for many aspiring Canadian 

immigrants and refugees. If Canadian society is to reflect this democratic 

ideal, these newcomers to Canada must experience an education which is 

guided by a democratic spirit in order to better prepare them for the ever- 

changing realities of the world. Where do we begin? How can Canadian 

schools better represent the democratic image to which they aspire? It is my 

contention that the integration of thematic or a project-oriented method with 

subject matter, with student input in syllabus negotiation, is an approach that 

merits investigation. 
C 

Current trends of integrated English as a Second 



Language instruction due to linguistic divenity within Canadian schools and 

increased knowledge of second language leaming, (Manitoba Education and 

Training, 1998, p. 1.3) support my investigation of a project method. 

The idea of defining a project method arose during my coursework in 

curriculum. I became intrigued by the ideologies of Boyd H. Bode, William 

Heard Kilpatrick, John Dewey, and Harold Alberty as related to a democratic 

approach to teaching and connecting leaming. 

This project method would address the dichotomy of cunScular 

requirernents versus student interest, with teachen and students planning 

the course of study cooperatively. Together, they would refiect upon 

educational needs and individual interests, openly negotiate a syllabus, then 

proceed to cooperatively pursue these goals. The emphasis is on students' 

active participation in their leaming (Cuban, 1 984). Problem-posing 

education involves a constant unveiling of reality.. . . 

Students, as they are increasingly posed with problems relating to 
themselves in the world and with the world, will feel increasingly 
challenged and obliged to respond to that challenge. Because they 
apprehend the challenge as interrelateci to other problems within a 
total context, not as a theoretic question, the resulting comprehension 
tends to be increasingly critical and thus constantly less alienated. 
Their response to the challenge evokes new challenges. followed by 
new understandingr; and gradually the students corne to regard 
themselves as committed. (Freire, l97O. pp. 68-69) 



Students involved in the diredion of their own leaming will be more 

motivated to continue educating themselves. 

The concept of a project method as a democratic process in education 

can be traced back to early progressive educators. However, my focus in 

particular will be limited to contributions to the development of a project 

method by John Dewey, William Heard Kilpatrick, Boyd H. Bode, and Harold 

B. Alberty. Since there lacks primary source matefial on the application of 

such a method, this study will be limited to a synthesis of these four 

innovators' ideas on democratic teaching, and will examine these multiple 

perspectives in search of a type of project method which could thereafter be 

adapted to a method for the teaching of English as a Second Language 

(ESL) in Canadian secondary schools. Although these innovators shared in 

their belief in a democratic philosophy, they were neither dependent upon 

nor necessarily influenced by each othef s ideas. 

The purpose of this study is to provide a thoughtful analysis of the history 

and conceptualization of a project method in order to suggest applications 

for English as a Second Language (ESL) instruction in Canadian secondary 

schools. The following questions are hereby identified in order to provide 

guidance and direction for both the research and writing of this study: 

1. What are the early historical roots of a project method? 

0 



2. How did John Dewey lay the groundwork for this type of 

philosophy? 

3. How did William Heard Kilpatrick corne to symbolize the adual 

'Projed Method? 

4. How did Boyd H. Bode conceptualire dernocratic education? 

5. How did Harold B. Alberty translate Bode's mission into 

methodology? 

6. How do the ideologies of Dewey, Kilpatrick, Bode, and Alberty lend 

themselves to the application of a democratic project method within 

a content area? 

7. What are some seminal applications of a project method in relation 

to methodologies such as theme-based. task-based and content- 

based E.S.L.? 

Chapter Two will examine the historical roots of the projed method. 

The project method stems from child-centered philosophies developed 

initially by European educators and philosophers, and later imported ont0 

Amedcan soi1 by the influential progressive educators Francis W. Parker, 

William James, G. Stanley Hall, and John Dewey. Refemng to the 

inadequacy of existing education of the time, Dewey saw that schools 

isolated everyday life from education. Dewey's ideas on subjed matter and 

methodology moved awafiom the rigidity of traditional educationss reliance 



on text and teachers, and maintained that subject matter was 'educative' only 

if it grew out of the students' interests and built upon existing knowledge. 

Dewey's ideas that support educative processes involved in a project 

method will be expanded in Chapter Three. 

Increasingly, educators came to recognize the importance of adjusting 

school to child development and the ever-changing social problems of 

society. This problem-solving philosophy, as outlined by Dewey in How We 

Think (1 91 0) and Democmcy and Educaüon (Dewey, 191 6). became the 

base upon which William Heard Kilpatrick developed The Projed Methodn 

(Kilpatrick, 191 8). which set the "purposeful aa" at the heart of the educative 

process, as detailed in Chapter Four. 

Boyd H. Bode (1927) agreed that curriculum planning should begin 

with student interest and real-life issues, but feared that the reliance on one 

general rnethod, such as Kilpatrick's project method, as a guide to 

curriculum would be insufficient. Curriculum planning for Bode would begin 

with student interest and concrete experiences, and proceed with the teacher 

guiding students into an understanding of theoretical or abstract applications 

(vide Chapter Five). A doctoral student of Boyd H. Bode's, Harold B. 

Alberty's (1 947) daim to fame became the translation of Bode's mission for 

a democratic ideal into reality in school programs in the form of a core 

curriculum of integrative k&ladge, as will becorne clear in Chapter Six. 



Chapter Seven provides a synthesis of the works of these four 

exemplars, thus creating a definition of my projed method for use in a 

content area. and more specifically as a methodology for teaching ESL. 

Chapter Eight will establish relevance of my project method within the 

ESL context by applying the principles and processes of a project method to 

goals in ES1 education. Second language research supports the importance 

of providing meaningful, authentic content in a context-rich approach 

(Krashen, 1978; Mohan, 1986; Snow & Brinton, 1988; Brinton, Snow & 

Wesche, 1989; Snow, Met 8 Genesee, 1989; Short, 1994), allowing for 

meaningful interaction and negotiation (Swain, 1985), and the development 

of a wide range of communicative abilities or communicative cornpetence 

(Brumfit, 1984; Canale & Swain, 1980; Bachrnan, 1990; Celce-Murcia, 

Domyei, & Thurrell, 1995). The development of a wide range of 

communicative abilities calls for an approach integrating language, content, 

and leaming strategy instruction, as does a project method, which could be 

adapted within the integrated ESL instruction models, the Cognitive 

Academic Language Leaming Approach or CALLA (Chamot & OJMalley, 

1986) and the Foresee Approach (Kidd & Marquardson, 1997). 

However, before classroom research can investigate a project method 

in second language instruction, the philosophy behind this method must be 

understood. The ideas ofgohn Dewey, William Heard Kilpatrick, Boyd H. 



Bode, and Harold B. Alberty combine to f o m  the clearest and most 

complete definition for the researcher, upon which I will base my suggestions 

for pedagogy. 

Research Methodology and Procedures 

The researcher will employ the comprehensive research 

review/summary approach to integrative inquiry (Marsh, in Edmund Short 

(ed.), 1991) in an attempt to resolve the research question of whether a 

project method stressing a democratic process, as conaptualized by early 

progressive educators. is a methodology that merits consideration for the 

high school ESL classroom in Canada. The researcher will synthesize 

knowledge by integrating diverse data and research into the framework of 

such a project method. It is important to recognize the limitation or problem 

of inclusiveness in data selection, organization and interpretation. However, 

this limitation may prove advantageous to the researcher. as gaps in 

available knowledge have created a need for this study. Research is 

needed, for example. connecting early progressive educaton' philosophies 

of a projed method with the teaching of ESL. 

Thus, the researcher will conduct a knowledge synthesis, or more 

s pecificall y a review of related literature in connection with William Heard 

Kilpatrick's (1 91 8) project rnethod, ultimately in order to establish how these 

project- related early prog6ssive philosophies are compatible in present-day 



ESL instruction. Due to the fact that there is insufficient data to make this 

type of connedion, the bulk of my analysis will be based upon research and 

writings carried out dunng M a t  has been referred to as the progressive era 

in education in the United States, from approximately 1900 to 1940. 

The researcher will attempt to build a comprehensive historical data 

base for the justification of the philosophies connected to her conception of a 

project method. O.L. Davis (in Short (ed.), 1991) draws attention to possible 

limitations for the researcher to be aware of in researdring and writing about 

curriculum history. As Davis (p. 79) states: 'History well told is a rendering 

which is as faithful as possible to available evidence." 

H. Warren Button (1 979) states that 'history follows where current 

events lead itn. (p.5). This was indeed the case for developing philosophies 

of education during the progressive era. In fact, the philosophical influences 

of European thinkers on Arnerican educators was a prime example of the 

importance of context. Current popular philosophies in Europe were paving 

the way for progressive educators in America, although as Schubert (1 986) 

accurately points out. our Westem philosophies are born out of Westem 

traditions and lack a more universal perspective (p.55). Regardless, the 

advantage that more recent curriculum developers have had is the variety of 

perspectives from which their ideas could be generated. 

rr- 



Limitations and Delimitations 

It is important to recognize the limitations of researching ideologies 

constructed in the past. "History is not ... the past. History is a description and 

interpretation of the pasr (Button, 1979, p.5). Davis (1 991) echoes this 

when he says, ". . . without interpretation, an asserted history fails" (p. 78) 

How then does this apply to curriculum developers and educational theorists 

alike? We must assume that while the methods and designs of seemingly 

'new' strategies are bom out of careful considerations of past perspectives 

and contexts, individual interpretations play an essential role. Defining a 

project method could become problematic in this study without a clear 

understanding of the philosophies and approaches which provided its 

context-both during the progressive era in education and in the education of 

today. The researcher must be thorough in the examination of primary and 

secondary sources before arriving a possible conclusions and applications. 

Many recent examples support Schubert's (1 986) assertion that "what is 

promoted as novel are often old ideas with new labelsn (p. 9). such as the 

concepts of 'multiple intelligences', 'whole language' , and open-area 

classrooms to name a few. 

The study is also limited by the lack of attempts to connect a 

democratic project method with subject matter or second language 

instruction. Although somkapp~ications were tested in the laboratory 



schools of the progressive era. it seems sadly that this promising philosophy 

has fallen to the wayside in cumnt educational trends. Although many 

educators during the progressive era expressed views and philosophies on 

experiential methodologies. the ideas of John Dewey, William Heard 

Kilpatrick, Boyd H. Bode. and William Heard Kilpatrick combine to fonn the 

clearest and most complete definition for the researcher. upon which I wiil 

base my suggestions for pedagogy. 



CHAPTER TINO 

EARLY HlSTORlCAL ROOTS OF A PROJECT METHOD 

Although the term "Projed Methodn was first coined by William Heard 

Kilpatrick in 191 8, its philosophical origins c m  be traced back to the 

influences of European theonsts and educators Friedrich Froebel (1 782- 

1 852), Johann Friedrich Herbart (1 776-1 841). Johann Heinrich Pestalozzi 

(1 746-1 829), or even further back to Jean-Jacques Rousseau's (1 71 2-1 778) 

Emile (1762). In the United States, these philosophies were adapted and 

adopted by Francis W. Parker (1 837-1 902), William James (1 842-1 %?O), 

Granville Stanley Hall (1 8461 924), and. of course, John Dewey (1 859- 

1952), in regard to their progressive curriculum making. The type of project 

method that I am proposing also has its philosophical roots in child study, 

student-centered and active leaming as defined by these early philosophers, 

whose ground-breaking ideologies must not be overlooked in this study. 

The intent of this chapter is to touch briefly upon the early philosophies 

that, both directly and indirectly, laid the groundwork for the democratic 

ideologies that would later be conceived by John Dewey, William Heard 

Kilpatrick, Boyd H. Bode and Harold B. Alberty. 

European influences on Parker's pedagogy 

Friedrich Froebel (1 782-1852) viewed the child as creative and 
Cr- 

purposeful (Lilley, 1967, p.43). Froebel inspired a new understanding of 



children's actions and ways of leaming. stressing the need for a large variety 

of experiences in order for children to become aware of themselves and their 

world. "Al1 existence and therefore al1 obsewation and knowledge begin in 

action. True education must originate in activity and must similarly be both 

instructive and creative and must provide for climax and consolidation in the 

creative process. Living, doing , knowing-these are coincidental, however 

different the ernphasis may be at any one timen (Froebel, 1828, quoted in 

Lilley, 1967, p.43). Froebelism maintained that: (1) the primary purpose of 

school is to enable children to become cooperative and helpful in living (2) 

the root of the educative process lies within the child's instincts and 

spontaneous activities rather than in the presentation of extemal material (3) 

the school is a mini community reflecting the larger, maturer society 

(Dewey. 1900). 

Froebel's disciples, when developing Kindergartens in the United 

States, believed that the school should resemble the home, allowing children 

to engage in the daily occupations of society et large in cooperation with 

their peers (Bowen, 1897). The educative process should begin when the 

child was three or four years old. Emphasis was placed on manipulating 

objects, self-expression, exploration, and discovery as paths to leaming 

(Ross, 1 976). Froebel's teachings highlighted the importance of play, 

activity, and interest in thglearning process (Ross, 1976). The leaders of 



the Kindergarten movement subsütuted activity for the prevailing repression 

they saw in schools. 

Herbartianism became a major educational movement between 1865 

and 1905 (Dunkel, I W O ) .  Herbart developed the theory of apperception, 

which stated that the mind changed continually due to experiences. Herbart 

viewed the development of character as the ultimate aim of education and 

stressed the importance of relating background experiences to leaming. He 

conceived of an educational program that would use objects, as did 

Pestalozzi, to go from mole to part, but in addition he pursued ways to 

relate those objeds in a broad sense so that there wouM be an altemation of 

immersion and reflection. Herbart's fomal steps of instruction, based upon 

his apperception theory, include clearness of presentation, association with 

background knowledge, systernizing or sorting learning material, and method 

or putting leaming into use (DeGanno, 1916, pp.79-80). 

Herbartianism as it became known contained little of Herbart's initial 

writings and teachings. The popular fom of Herbartianism that influenced 

American educational leaders from 1865-1 905 consisted rnostly of the 

extension and application of Herbart's ideas by Dr. Tuiskon Ziller, Dr. 

William Rein, Dr. Karl Lange and Dr. Otto Frick (DeGanno, 191 6). 

Dr. Ziller developed the theory of concentration and the culture epoch 

theory. These theories ifiuenced the way subject matter was presented to 



rnany students in the progressive schools in the United States. The theory of 

concentration allowed for al1 school subjects to be 'concentrated' on a 

particular theme so as to become more integrative in presentation. The 

culture epoch theory assumed that each child in his development from 

infancy to manhood passes through the same general stages that the human 

race has passed through in its rise from savagery to civilization (p. 109). 

The C U ~ C U I U ~  was then designed as a core of cultural material, 'bnnging 

about the moral revelation of the world in the mind of the child" (p.118) 

through the use of Herbart's four steps of instruction. Ziller felt Herbart's 

steps of instruction should include analysis and synthesis. 

Dr. Rein extended HerbaHs process of instruction, and desdbed five 

steps of formal teaching: (1) the preparationlanalysis stage, which called 

fonnrard the students' background knowledge; (2) the presentation/synthesis 

stage, presenting the lesson in relation to the child's experience; (3) the 

association stage, bringing together the new ideas in the mind, and 

comparing them with existing knowledge; (4) the system or assimilation 

stage, reducing the IessonJidea to definite language expression, and 

systematicall y connect it with the students' existing knowledge; (5) the 

method stage, the application of this new knowledge to conscious ability, 

everyday life. 



Dr. Karl Lange felt that due to the rapidly expanding cumculum of the 

time, subject matter should be chosen based upon the ease with which the 

material could be apperceived and assimilated by the child. Matenals 

chosen must relate closely both to the experience of the child, and to its 

significance to national culture. Materials also must be within the child's 

intellectual development stage. The topics studied must be arranged to 

allow for connectedness in apperception, and subjects should be taught in 

association with each other (pp. 166-1 79). 

Dr. Otto Frick's application of Herbartian principles (pp.l8ï-l9l) fit 

this study nicely, in that they apply to secondary education. Dr. Frick 

proposed his nine-year ugymnasiumn course for secondary students, which 

focused on the organization and integration of subject matter. Frick's 

"Elementa~stage. the first two years of his proposed course, began with 

students 10-1 2 years old, and was to be a preparation for the next four 

years, or "Secondary" stage, which eventually led to the "Highet' stage, 

where a systematic coordination of studies was pursued. In each stage, 

Frick considered material selection, shifting and coordination, but was 

careful not to advance to far-reaching connections at the early stages. (Vide 

Appendix A) 

It is hardly worthwhile to try to rnake infant philosophers, the task 
being not only impracticable, but also undesirable. Children readily 
fomi a network of fisociations among various studies if the 
connections are brought to consciousness; but we must wait until the 



stages of higher education are reached before then can be any 
intelligent grasp of far-reaching interrelations. (DeGarmo, 191 6, 
p. 190) 

Herbartian ideas were spread through Arnerican educational thought 

through the Herbart Club. foned in 1892, and through the adaption of Herbart's 

work by both Charles DeGanno (EssentiMs of Method, 1889) and Frank McMurray 

(The Elements of General Method, 1892). The purpose of education was to be 

preparing students to encounter Iife's difkuties. Children's innate quest for 

knowledge should be nurtured. DeGanno and McMurray insisted that history and 

natural science contain the richest knowledge content, and should fonn the core 

of curriculum. In cornpliance with Ziller's cultural epoch theory, American 

education would draw mainly from the United States and to a lesser extent from 

Great Britain for its thematic units. 

Every child must meet and master the diffkulties of feaming for 
himself.There are no palace cars with reclining chairs to cany him to the 
summit of real difficulties. The characterdewhping powerthat lies in the 
mastery of hard tasks consthtes one of their chief merits. Accepting this 
as a fundamental tnith in education, the problem for our solution is, how to 
stimulate children to encounter difficulties. (McMurray, 1892, pp.4546, 
quoted in DeGarmo. 1916, p.208) 

DeGarrno and McMurray's work was influential in the spread of Herbart's 

ideas through America, and raised the conscious of many school districts as 

to the rnerits of a correlation of studies. The National Education Association 

reflected this progressive drift in thought, and was further influenced by Col. 

Francis Parkefs Theory of Concentration (1 894). Although Parker (1 837- 
0- 

1902) makes no daim of following Herbart, his theory of concentration 



resembles Z iller's in its quest for the unification of knowledge. Parker was a 

man of action, continually attempting to find ways in which the child would be 

the center of al1 education. He believed, like Frocbel. that education was the 

exploration, discovery and apperception of the divine pattern of the universe. 

Parker was infl uenced by Pestalozzi (1 746-1 827) in his application of object 

teaching. Parker stressed the necessity of leaming through concrete 

experience. In his theory of concentration, Parker suggested central 

subjects to study, similar to Herbart. Parker believed that al1 other subjects 

could be leamed within the context of the central subject, rot unlike Herbart's 

principle of integration. He believed that al1 other subjeds could be learned 

within the context of the central subject. He believed that ali education is by 

self-effort; the two fundamental modes of self-effort being attention and 

expression. Parker (1 894) identified three modes of attention: (1) 

observation, (2) hearingflanguage, and (3) reading. He further identified nine 

modes of expression: (1) gesture, (2) voice, (3) speech, (4) music, (5) 

rnaking, (6) modeling, (7) painting, (8) drawing, and (9) writing. Putting al1 of 

these principles into pradice, Parker became instrumental in implementing 

the first real progressive schools in the United States: The Quincy Schools. 

Advocates of the Child Study Movernent 

In relation to Francis W. Parker's philosophical ideas, the psychology 

of G. Stanley Hall and d l i a m  James, and later John Dewey provide a 



scientific base which stressed the importance of purposeful activity in child 

development. G. Stanley Hall (1 846-1 924), who has been called the father 

of the Child Study Movernent, advocated child study to detemine the tme 

needs of the pupil in curriculum design (Curti, 1963). Like G. Stanley Hall, 

William James was an individualist, and wrote of educating the Mo le  chiid, 

and of how teachers should guide students to connect leaming by 

associating experiences with concepts to be leamed (James, 1901 ). James 

thought that the motivation of al1 educational progress was interest. 

G. Stanley Hall studied al1 aspects of child development and education 

(Ross, 1972). ln planning curriculum. the child's physical and mental health, 

and psychological or behavioral aspects of child development must be 

considered. The results of his research on child development, as well as his 

strong beliefs in individualism caused Hall to advocate that curriculum 

should be designed about the Vue needs of the pupil as they were revealed 

by child study (Curti, 1963). He abhorred mass methods of formal 

instruction. 

William James rejected standardization, and coined the phrase of 

educating the "whole child" (James, 1901). William James lectured on the 

new psychology, which viewed the chiid's rnind as an organism rather than 

the old faculty psychology. It is estimated that between 1890 and 191 0 nine 

out of ten of the teacherdhat studied psychology read James (Curti. 1963), 



thus contributing to the spread of James' ideas in Amen'can progressive 

education of the tirne. In Talks to Teachem on Psychology ( 9  899). James 

applied the principles of the new psychology to education and teaching. He 

saw education as fonning useful habits in the individual; in this belief he was 

very much within the conternporary mainstream of thought and a product of 

his times. James still believed that teachers should seize opportune 

moments to instill usefuf habits. James talked about the association of ideas 

and how teachers must help students to connect leaming by associating 

experiences and objeds to be leamed. He refuted the notion of mental 

discipline and formal verbalistic training in schools, and thougM that interest 

was the motive power of al1 educational progress. Due to his influence and 

popularity, many teachen were introduced to the notion of educating the 

whole child and the idea of the child as a behaving organism motivated by 

interest. 

This initial interest in child-centered leaming grew out of the realization 

by many that existing modes of traditional education was ineffective. 

Students who did not have a personal involvement in their studies were not 

motivated to leam. This statement naturally holds tnie today. In the domain 

of English as a Second Language, international students must see a 

relevance and immediate usefulness to their present and future lives when 

studying English. If not, fnglish will seem unconnected to the realities of 



their world. E.S.L. programs which are based upon activating prier 

knowledge and cultural differences, involving students in curriculum planning 

throogh assessing their needs and interesto. will best prepare students for 

future goals and growth. 



CHAPTER THREE 

JOHN DEWEY 

The educational milieu within which John Dewey was matunng as 

theorist was rich with the influences of Hall. James. and Parker in its focus 

on child-centered leaming. John Dewey championed pioneer work in 

educational philosophy. Pedagogy, and psychology. In the field of 

psychology, Dewey followed the lead of James' new psychology which 

assumed that the human being is a dynamic whole organism, with emotions 

and intellect interconnected. Dewey proposed that human growth and 

developrnent were the natural results of experience and self activity 

(Archambault, 1964). Dewey recognized that the mind is conditioned by 

social institutions; therefore, he insisted that the complete psychological aCt 

was a social act (Rugg, 1947). Educators must realize the active nature and 

social involvement inherent in leaming. His new psychology was not only 

dynamic and integrated, it was also both individual and social, and it 

emphasized the behavior of the human being rather than physiology. 

This type of integrated approach to education, which addresses not 

on1 y individual interests and needs, but social and democretic expectations 

of the individual within larger society, is precisely the base upon which my 

approach to teaching ~ n f i s h  as a Second Language might be built. It is the 



type of education necessary for easing the senior yean E.S.L. student 

successfully into Canadian society, because it teaches independence and 

cooperation simultaneously. Teaching E.S.L. traditionally, that is to Say 

teaching students English as a Second Language in isolation from the reaiity 

of their lives, will not help students adapt to Canadian living. 

Having been exposed to the ideas of James and Parker, Dewey 

formulated his educational philosophy. Dewey's goal was that the school 

becorne critical in social transformation. It was to ". .. teach the habits of 

associated living. the skills of communication, and the habits of reflective 

living as the means by which differences would be aired and problems 

solved" (Wirth, 1966, p. 290). His new psychology was both individual and 
C 

social, and he foonded the first labofatory sctiool at the University of Chicago 

in 1896 to conduct experiments upon his theories of hurnan behavior and 

society (Dewey, 1900). The guiding principle of Dewey's pedagogy was 

"mental growth through intelligent action" (Rugg, 1947, p.548). Dewey saw 

the aim of education as producing intelligent, reflective citizens capable of 

living and participating successfully in a democratic society. 

Discipline, nahiral development, culture, social efficiency, are moral traits- 
marks of a person who is a worthy member of that society which it is the 
business of education to fumer. There is an old saying that for a man to 
be good, he must be good for samething. The something for 
which a man must be good is capacity to live as a social member so 
that what he gets from living with others balance with what he 
contributes. ( ~ e d y ,  191 6, p.417) 



Although Dewey had not studied philosophy in Europe, he was 

cognoscent of various European scholan' and philosophers' beliefs. His 

"psychology of the a&, however. was clearly a unique conglomerate of 

ideas that had simply not been imported to American soil. The guiding 

principle of Dewey's pedagogy was 'mental gmwth through intelligent action" 

(Rugg , 1 947. p. 540). In Democracy and Education published in 191 6, 

Dewey posited that growth should be the resuit and underlying meaning of 

al1 education. Growth meant empowering students to reconstruct their 

experience continuously. The ultimate objective of education was leaming 

how to leam and wanting to continue leaming. For Dewey, there would be 

no dichotomy as to what knowledge the child would seek as compared to 

what the child would need to live effectively in society. ln other words, 

interests and needs become one. The centrality of child interest would lead, 

through intelligence, ta organized studies of subjed matter (Longstreet. 

1 989). Education's involvement in social reconstruction would produce well- 

informed, reflective citizens. He refuted the popular notion of the time that 

school was a "holding tank" until children became adults, and proposed the 

idea of school as life. 

Referring to the inadequacy of existing education of the tirne, Dewey 

saw that schools isolateci everyday life from education. He proposed that 

education becorne the &ter of the struggle for a better life. Even today, if 



the upcoming generation is not well-infomed, it is because the subject 

matter is treated as recitation and test material, unrelated to ideas and 

concepts for the working power of intelligence. lt is mere information, not 

knowledge. Intellechial curiosity end social insigM are not stimulated and 

developedn (Tanner, 1990, p.197). A curriculum which would allow students 

to address pervading social issues refledively is needed to develop 

insightful, powerful, and responsible citizens. 

To do this means to make each one of Our schools an embryonic 
community life, active with types of occupations that reflect the life of 
the larger society, and pemieated throughout with the spirit of art, 
history, and science. When the school introduces and trains each 
child of society into membership within such a little community 
saturating him with the spirit of service. and providing him with the 
instruments of effective self-direction, we shall have the deeped and 
best guarantee of a larger society which is worthy, lovely and 
hamonious. (Dewey, 1900, pp. 4344). 

Dewey's arguments for the necessity of a progressive education lie in the 

ineffective education of the time. Dewey saw this 'Vaditional education" as 

separating the school from reality, forcing an incomprehensible and 

unrelated "adult world" upon children, and teaching constantly changing 

subject matter as "statidg(Dewey, 1938, pp. 1 7-1 8). What was needed was 

". . . an intimate and necessary relation between the processes of actual 

experience and education" (Dewey, 1 938,. p.20). Dewey believed that the 

type of experiences upon which education was to be based must be rich in 

opportunities for fumer dowth and expansion. Criticisms of his experience- 



based education based upon what was perceived as a lack of squence and 

organization Dewey defended by reiterating that logical organization and 

decisions about su bject matter would grow from educative experiences. 

Expefiences should be selected based upon their potential for universal 

application, for further education. 

Thus, instead of blindly and unquestioningly following the historical 

road of traditional education, the teacher's role, according to Dewey. rnust be 

transformed. Because of an adult's advantage of increased experience and 

maturity, the teacher must continually evaluate what was occumng in the 

minds of students, and choose experiences which contribute to continued 

growth. The teacher must choose, from the surrounding physical and social 

community, input that would enhance these experiences (Dewey, 1938, pp. 

38-40). Continuity, or connections with past experience, as well as 

interaction with one's surrounding environment will determine the potential 

for growth or learning. If, as was the case with traditional education. the 

students' experience and background knowledge was not considered in 

planning leaming objectives and adivities, leaming didn't necessarily take 

place. Readiness for leaming was not considered. As Dewey stated: 

"There is no such thing as educational value in the abstract" (p. 46). 

Teaching subject matter in isolation of student experience and needs did not 

necessarily ensure that tfls "knowledge" would be accessible to the leamer 



in the future. In other words, information taught in segregation. disainnected 

from life experiences, was not likely to be available under actual conditions 

of Iife. 

Dewey feared that this traditional, isolated way of educating could 

result not only in lack of preparation for future living, but also in robbing the 

individual of "native cornmon sense and power of judgement" (p. 48). 

Dewey felt that the rnost important outcome of effective education was the 

desire to go on leaming. 

What avait is it to win prescribed amounts of information about 
geography and history, to win ability to read and write. if in the process 
the individual loses his own souk loses his appreciation of things 
worthwhile. of the values to which these things are relative; if he loses 
desire to apply what he has leamed, and. above all, loses the ability to 
extract rneaning from his Mure experiences as they occuî? (p. 49) 

Life preparation means getting the most out of each expen'ence as one lives 

it, and by doing so one will be preparing to do the same thing in the future. 

This is leaming, in Dewey's eyes. lncreased maturity would hence evolve 

from a person's realization of the inevitable connections that exist among 

experiences. present and future. The individual thus becomes autonomous. 

ensuring that present experiences will lead to positive experiences in the 

future. 

If students are to become autonomous in interacting with their 

environments, conducive conditions under which such growth would take rr- 

place must be ensured. Activity should be encouraged through freedom of 



movement in the classroom, but not toward the end of immediate impulse 

gratification. "The crucial educational problem is that of procuring the 

postponement of immediate action upon desire until observation and 

judgement have intenrened" (p. 69). The teachef s role in this would be 

awareness of student needs and experience in order to encourage student 

participation and woperation in syllabus development. 'The teacheh 

suggestion is not a mold for a cast-iron result but is a starting point to be 

developed into a plan through contributions from the experience of al1 

engaged in the leaming process" (p. 72). 

Dewey did not exclude the use of subject matter or content from the 

curriculum. as long as R sprang from ordinary life experience. The teacheh 

duty, then, would be selection of experiences promising in their potential 'Yor 

opening new fields which make new demands upon existing powers of 

observation and of intelligent use of memory" (p. 75). Education would 

become a continuous spiral, linking student experience with new ideas, 

which in turn become a base for further experiences. Leaming thus 

becomes the reconstruction of experience. Program organization would not 

be done in a hapharard fashion, but would move from an individual and 

social center toward an intellectual center. toward the organized world and 

subject matter of the adult. 

rr- 



American society at the time was a society of diverse immigrant 

groups trying to rebuild a sense of community, thus Dewey's 'intentionally 

progressive philosophies' were understandably infiuential. In Dewey's 

Laboratory School, children worked in task-oriented groups which would 

provide a prototype for work in society. The groups were designed with the 

objective of fonning the values Dewey judged needed in a cooperative, 

democratic society. "A demoaacy is more than a fonn of govemment; it is 

prirnarily a mode of associated living, of conjoint cornmunicated experiencen 

(Dewey, 191 6, p. i 01). Dewey's ideas on subject matter and methodology 

moved away from the n'gidity of traditional education's reliance on text and 

teachers, and maintained that subjed matter was 'educative' only if it grew 

out of the students' interests and built upon existing knowiedge. 

Educators who visited the Dewey School were duly impressed by what 

they observed, and in tum retumed to their own communities to establish 

'progressive' schools based on John Dewey's model. Increasingly, 

educators came to recognize the importance of adjusting school to child 

development and the ever-changing social problems of society. &This 

problern-solving philosophy, as outlined by Dewey in How We Think (1 91 0) 

and Democracy and Educaüon (1 91 6), became the base upon which William 

Heard Kilpatrick (1 91 8) developed "The Project Methodn, which set the 

"purposeful ad" at the he& of the educative process. 



Dewey designed the laboratory school to be conducive to mental 

growth by: (1) allowing children to Iive, to investigate and to experiment; (2) 

allowing children to choose school experiences according to their changing 

interests, attitudes and capacities; (3) allowing children opportunities to 

solve problems thmugh reading, writing , figuring and constniding . Dewey 

(1 897) in the University Record (1 897) wrote: 

As regards the spirit of the school, the chief objective is to secure a 
free and informel community life in which each child will feel that he 
has a share and his own work to do ... the ernphasis in the school upon 
various forms of pracücal and constructive adivity give ample 
opportunity for appealing to the child's social sense and to his regard 
for thorough and honest work. (in Mayhew & Edwards, 1936) 

The Dewey School curriculum consisted of the occupations and three 

intellectual strands: social studies. sciences, and communication and 

expression. Children fomied task onented groups, which Dewey predicted 

would forrn the kinds of social values and habits needed in a democratic 

society (Wirth, 1966, p. 291). "Dewey had argued that where the child is 

concerned, there are four basic impulses on which to build: (1) the social 

impulse, rooted in the need to communicate something about a social 

situation, (2) the constructive (3) the investigative (4) the expressive (with 

the latter growing out of the first two)" (Mayhew & Edwards, 1936, pp.336- 

337) The uoccupationsn of the Dewey school: 

. . . were used as spring boards for opening lines of intellectual inquiry 
but in addition, prducts were created ... .The occupations brought 
children together in task-oriented groups, and they were designed 



deliberately to forrn the kinds of habits and values Dewey judged to be 
needed in the rnetropolitan culture. Children were to gain a sense of 
cooperative human effort required to meet the needs for living. 
Intellectually, they were to gain insight into the complex procedure of 
processing basic materials and into scientific principles and 
techniques. (Wirth. 1966, pp.290-291). 

Although attempts at democratic, progressive education did much to 

spread Dewey's philosophies across North America and to stimulate 

progressive educational thought, Dewey's works have been criticized for his 

apparent lack of detailed outlines for curriculum and methodology. However, 

in educational philosophy, John Dewey represents the recognition of the 

importance of the student as central in the leaming process, and Dewey has 

been the rnost influential in backing up theodes on experiential and 

democratic learning. 

In my eyes. Dewey's theories "fit like a glove" to the development of 

an effective program in teaching English as a Second Language because 

Dewey begins with the activation of student experience and background 

knowledge, discovers student needs and interests, has students plan and 

work cooperatively on real-life problem solving, and links the psychological 

organization of knowledge to the logical; al1 of which I will continue to explain 

throughout the remaining pages of this study. Starting with student 

experience and background knowledge is necessary in planning an effective 

program in English as a Second language, because the student hail from 
# 

even more divene backgrounds than a class full of Canadian students. Not 



only is their background knowledge varied, but so are their purposes and 

interests in leaming English. Starting with a predetemined curriculum 

definitely does not work in such a setting, and Dewey's spiral approach to 

linking experiences to education would be mod effective. Dewey's ideas 

really hit home when considering, for example, the method of teaching 

gramrnar in isolation. Students may memorize grammatical structures in 

class, but will rarely employ these "learned" structures when speaking of 

writing in communicative or "natural" settings. Why is this so? It is due to 

the fad that, during natural conversation and communication, there is nothing 

that conneds the given situation to specific grammatical structures. If 

memorization of grammar is done outside of any communicative context, 

then it will not be retrieved when called for in communication. Language 

taught out of context is not likely to be acquired, and also tramples on 

student creativity and imagination. If students are simply following a 

prescribed plan set in advance by the teacher, their own experiences and 

ideas are not likely to add meaning and depth; thus students will not 

expefience tnie intellectual growth. I envision students working, both 

independently and cooperatively, on thematic projects conceived by the 

students, based upon their previous and current experiences, with future 

goals in mind. The teacher would be there to act as a guide in the selection 

of leaming experiences t f6t  hold potential for intellectual growth. William 



Heard Kil patnck was a curricular theorist who brought Dewey's philosophies 

together in the type of project rnethod developed in this study, and his ideas 

will be examined in the following chapter. 



CHAPTER FOUR 

THE EMERGENCE OF THE PROJECT METHOD 

WILLIAM HEARD KILPATRICK 

Influences on his Pedagogy of William Head Kilpatrick 

William Heard Kilpatfick explored philosophies of John Dewey and 

William James within the educationally stimulating environment of Columbia 

University's Teachers College, and developed his own views on pedagogy 

first published as the "Project Methodn in 191 8. Kilpatrick (1 91 8) argued that 

education should be centered around "whole-hearted, purposeful activity 

proceeding in a social environment ..." (p. 320). When Kilpatrick 

conceptualized this project method he was searching at that time for an 

educative process that would unify purposeful action, the laws of learning, as 

well as ethical conduct both socially and individually; al1 operating within the 

general philosophy that education is life (p. 320). John Dewey's and William 

Heard Kilpatrick's strong belief that education should build upon the realities 

of our democratic society, and Kilpatrick's pedagogy of the purposeful a d  

appeals strongly to my own search for a unifying educative process while 

engaged in coursework on early cumcular theorists. I have corne to envision 
c. 

the potential effecüveness of a project method for secondary students of 



E.S.L. I would like to see students working both cooperatively and 

independently in the pursuit of goals related to both needs and interests. 

William Heard Kilpatrick's conceptualization of the leaming process as an 

absorbing, serperpetuating experience is how I would hope students 

engaged in this projed leaming would proceed. 

William Heard Kilpatrick (1 871 -1 965) was a progressive educator who 

developed his philosophies during John Dewey's 'era'. (Vide Appendix E for 

a photograph of William Heard Kilpatrick). After graduating in 1891 from 

what Kilpatrick found to be the intellectually stagnant environment of Mercer 

University, he began graduate studies et what immediately proved to be the 

hig hl y stimulating Johns Hopkins University. It was here that Kil patrick first 

experienced the significance of purposeful leaming, and where he obsenred 

the importance of teachers as facilitators (Tenenbaum, 1951). 

The following year at Johns Hopkins University, Kilpatrick had hoped 

to receive an offer to teach at Mercer University, but this did not materialite, 

and he accepted a position as teacher and co-principal in a high school in 

Blakely. Since he had no pedagogical courses, Kilpatrick was hired on the 

condition that he attend a summer normal school at Rock College 

(Tenenbaurn, 1951, p.19). Between 1892 and 1895 Kilpatrick began 

developing his beliefs on progressive education. During this time, he 

became farniliar with ~es6 lon i ' s  ideas, the Quincy schools, the work of 



Francis W. Parker; and started applying these educational ideas to the 

conduct of his own classroom (Chipman, 1977, p.411). In his first summer of 

normal school, Kilpatrick was most impressed with Otis Ashmore, a 

professor of education whose teaching so engrossed his students that they 

continued working without a teacher present (Chipman, 1977, p. 408). This 

marked the beginning of Kilpatrick's educational philosophy; that given a fair 

chance, students could run things themselves and assume responsibilities 

(Tenenbaum, 1951, p. 20). At this point. he was also exposed to the 

educational theories of Froebel. and wes so intrigued by Froebel's 

Kindergarten Principles that he later wrote a book on the subject (Chipman, 

1977, p. 409). This same summer at the institute, Kilpatrick also attended a 

lecture on Pestalozzi's educational philosophy, which rejected punishment in 

teaching and advocated that children become engrossed in meaningful 

experiences. In his duties as CO-principal and teacher at Bfakely, Kilpatrick 

incorporated Pestalozzi's beliefs into his treatment of students (Chipman, 

1977, p.410). Kilpatrick avoided punishing students, and tried to get them 

involved in decision-making in the classroom. He wanted students to 

understand that he trusted and wanted to help them (Tenenbaurn, 1951. p. 

24). 

Progressive ideas continued to be of interest to Kilpatrick in his 

ongoing search for bettedeaching methods. Kilpatrick heard Colonel 



Francis Parker speak at a teachers' institute in Albany, Georgia in 1892, 

which motivated him to read widely about this infiuential figure often called 

the father of progressive education. He found Parker to be strongly 

inf luenced by the teachings of Pestalozzi, Herbart,and Froebel. Kilpatrick 

was interested to leam that Parker advocated teaching in ternis of sense 

experience (Tenenbaum, 195i, p. 26). 

In 1895, Kilpatrick retumed to Johns Hopkins. where he undertook his 

first course in philosophy before retuming once more to teaching (Chipman, 

1977, p.413). With the help of Otis Ashmore, Kilpatrick was awarded the 

position of principal in Savannah, where he again employed his developing 

progressive ideas to incur changes in this school. 

Kilpatrick retumed to Mercer in 1897 as a professor of mathematics 

and astronomy (VanAusdal, 1988, p. 164), where he led a group of 

prospective teachers in discussions of pedagogical problems using as a text 

Talks to Teachers by William James uenenbaum, 1951, p. 34). However, 

because of his questioning of traditional religious dogma, Kilpatrick was 

soon forced to resign. Difficult yean followed for Kilpatrick (VanAusdal, 

1988, p. 164), so that when an offer came to teach in the Knoxville sumrner 

school, he promptly accepted. Kilpatrick became a frequent auditor at the 

classes of Edward Thomdike, who suggested that Kilpatrick enter Teachers 

College. CL 



In 1 907, at the age of thirty-six, Kilpatrick became a student again. 

This was at a time when Teachers College was becoming the mecca for 

teacher education (VanAusdal, 1988, p. 164). John Dewey became a great 

influence upon Kilpatrick's thought. Kilpatrick decided that, in accordance 

with Dewey, he would no longer accept philosophical absolutes. but would 

test beliefs in the real worid (Tenenbaum, 1951, p. 78). Kilpatrick combined 

Dewey's teachings with those of James to advocate that through intelligence, 

"man should be constantly striving to make things better-his personal living, 

his ethical outlook, his human relationships, his economic system-every 

aspect and every facet of living" (Tenenbaum, 1951, p. 79). Kilpatrick came 

to believe that educators must prepare children for a constantly changing 

world. 

Kilpatrick entered a more positive era in his life at this point. Upon 

receipt of a Ph.D. from Columbia University in 1912 (VanTil, 1988, p. 37). 

Kilpatrick worked part-time as an assistant then assumed full time 

responsibility in 1913 as professor in the philosophy of education 

(VanAusdal, 1988, p. 165). The independence suited him well, and he soon 

became the most sought-after professor of the University. Kilpatrick became 

known as "the million dollar professor" because the enrollment of upwards of 

450 students in his classes brought in more than a million dollars in tuition 

fees to the University ( v ~ T ~ I ,  1988). VanTil, a fotmer student of Kilpatrick's, 



refers to him as; 'me exponent of progressive education, the prophet of 

meeting the needs of the leamer, the advocate of recognizing individual 

differences" (VanTil, 1988, p. 36). Students of Kilpatrick's remember well 

Kilpatrick's famous creed: 'We leam what we live" (VanTiI, 1988, p. 36). 

At this period in educational thought, the program at Teachers College 

was representative of the standard cumculum that viewed education as a 

rnatter of adaptation. Students were to receive information, adjust to it. and 

mernorize it well enough to pass the necessary examinations. These are the 

ideas that a handful of educators in the 1920s began to question at Teachen 

College. 

William Heard Kilpatrick's philosophy developed and docurnented 

Kilpatrick did much to propagate his educational philosophies through 

his teaching, but also wanted to make his ideas publicly known through 

writing (Tenenbaum, 1951, p. 208). The t'ira major statement of Kilpatrick's 

divergent views on pedagogy was the article 'The Project Method" 

(Appendix F), published in 1918. lt immediately became the topic of 

discussion among educaton, and it brought Kilpatrick the celebrity status he 

longed for. The pamphlet fom of this article sold more than 60,000 copies, 

and it became the symbol of his philosophy. Foundations of Method 

(Kilpatrick, 1925). Education for a Changing CiviIization (Kilpatrick, 1926) 

and articles in the  oum mai of €ducatima/ Method expanded and elaborated 



on his ideas. 

As a thesis for the Project Method. Kilpatrick stated "the unifying idea I 

sought was to be found in the conception of wholahearted purposeful 

activity proceeding in a social environment ..." (Kilpatrick, 1 91 8, p. 320). 

Suspicious of the organization based upon subject matter and tests of 

existing American education when Kilpatrick was developing his educational 

theories, Kilpatrick sought change in the focus of education. He felt that the 

existing education was ineffective because it coerced students into enduring, 

usually without interaction with others, a predetemined cumculum not 

connected to student experience and interest, decided upon by teachen and 

administrators; a situation less than ideal for intelligent growth and self- 

directed leaming. His vision was to base education upon the purposes and 

problems in everyday living, and unify purposeful activity, the laws of 

leaming, and ethical conduct. Kilpatrick helps to clarify the intent of the word 

"project" by defining it as an activity that a person or group conceptualizes, 

plans, and carries out within society. Projects, for Kilpatrick, would corne in 

the form of any "purposes present in life" (Kilpatrick, 1 91 8, p. 321). 

Kilpatrick reminds us that democratic citizenship is achieved through the 

purposeful act, and that education should reflect this ideal. 

We admire the man who is master of his fate, who with deliberate 
regard for a total si uation forms clear and far-reaching purposes, who 
plans and execute k with nice care the porposes so formed. A man 
who habitually so regulates his life with reference to worthy social 



aims meets at once the demands for practical efficiency and of moral 
responsibility. Such a one represents the ideal of democratic 
citizenship. (p. 322) 

Kilpatfick contends that "education based on the purposeful act 

prepares best for life while at the same time it constitutes the present worthy 

life itself' (p. 323). The purposeful act utilires the laws of leaming by 

supplying motivation. making inner resources available, guiding the process 

to its pre-conceived end, and solidifying successful leaming (p. 325). 

Kilpatrick (191 8, 1925) argued that the best preparation for later life is 

pracüce in living now. The acüvities of every classroom should be suffused 

with significant living and doing. Students should be engaged in activities 

that are significant in ternis of their own goals and interests. The kind of 

living experienced in the classroom should be such as to make students live 

richer, better, more interesting, and more adequate lives tomorrow 

(Tenenbaum. 1951, p. 280). Schools that transmitted a fixed-in-advance 

curriculum, he insisted, did not prepare students for solving problems in a 

changing society. When comparing traditional schools with schools that 

would incorporate his approach, Kilpatrick stated: 

The one boy looks upon his school adivity with joy and confidence, 
and plans yet other projeds; the other counts his school a bore and 
begins to look elsewhere for the expression there denied. To the one, 
the teacher is a friend and comrade; to the other a taskmaster and 
enemy. The one easiiy feels himself on the side of the school and 
other social agencies, the other with equal ease considers them al1 
instruments of sup$ession. (Kilpatrick. 191 8, p. 327) 



Ideally, Kilpatrick saw students woiking cooperatively together with 

shared responsibilities, therefore developing moral charader in the pursuit of 

self and group initiated goals; al1 under the guidance of their teacher. "lt is 

the special duty and opportunity of the teacher to guide the pupil through his 

present interests and achievement into the wider interests and achievement 

demanded by the wider social life of the older world" (pp. 328-329). 

Kilpatrick saw the teacher's success as consisting of "gradually eliminating 

himself or herself from the success of the procedure (p. 330). In addition. 

Kilpatrick saw projects as self-perpetuating. The results of projeds would 

naturally lead on the interest in and development of new projects. The four 

types of projects that Kilpatrick identified are: 

Type 1. where the purpose is to embody some idea or plan in extemal 
fonn, as building a boat, writing a letter, presenting a play; type II, 
where the purpose is to enjoy some (esthetic) experience, as listening 
to a story. hearing a symphony, appreciating a picture; type III, where 
the purpose is to straighten out some intelledual difficulty, to solve 
some problern. as to find out whether or not dew falls, to ascertain 
how New York outgrew Philadelphia; type IV! where the purpose is to 
obtain some item or degree of skill or knowledge, as leaming to write 
grade 14 on the Thomdike Scale, leaming the irregular verbs in 
French. (Kilpatrick, 191 8, pp. 332-333) 

In each type, purposing, planning, executing, and judging would be vital 

steps. Such wholehearted, purposeful adivity was the essence of the 

project approach. 1 will refer to these steps later in the study, as these are 

the basis upon which I develop my steps or phased of a project method. 
c. 



The regime of purposeful activity offers then a wide variety of 
educative moral experiences more nearly typical of life itself than does 
our usual school procedure, lends itself better for the fixing of al1 as 
permanent acquisitions in the intelligent moral character. (p. 330) 

In Kil patrick's (1 932) Education for a Changlng Civifization 

, he questioned the dominance of textbooks in schooling, stressing again that 

"we leam what we live". He reiterated his belief that WbjeCt matter set in 

advance was not as helpful as material which allowed students the 

opportunity to be involved themselves in the problem-solving process. The 

subject rnatterlpedagogy conflid is the topic of one of his thought-provoking 

dialogues in Foundations of Method (Kilpatrick. 1 925), and is representative 

of the issue: 

Student: 1 should like to ask about planning. DonY you think that the 
teacher should often supply the plan? Teke a boy planting corn. for 
example; think of the waste of land and ferülizer and effort. Science 
has worked out better plans than a boy can make. Kilpatrick: And in 
such case you would advocate fumishing the boy with the best plan 
the teacher could find or devise. Student: Yes, wouldn't you? 
Kilpatrick: I think it depends on what you seek. If you wish corn, give 
the boy the plan. But if you wish boy rather than corn. that is. if you 
wish to educate the boy to think and plan for himself. then let him 
make his own plan. Student: No matter how much waste is involved? 
Kilpatrick: We always have to balance al1 factors and then decide. In 
a particular case the waste rnay cost more than the leaming will come 
to. Student: And what about the wealth of material which science has 
worked out, surely you wouldn't reject and lose al1 that? Kilpatrick: 
Most certainly not. I should hope my boy would consult the books 
where al1 this accumulated wealth could be found. But I should hope 
that he would search and he would find and he would compare and he 
would think why, and in the end he would make his own decision. 
Student: Why do you wish these things? Kilpatrick: For the reason 
named: I wish to &ucate the boy, and I believe that he will leam only 
as he practices. If he is to be an intelligent user of what science has 



to offer he must pracüce finding and adapting what science has to 
offer his problem. (Kilpatrick. 1925, pp. 212-213) 

Kilpatrick was anxious to try out this approach, and its first application 

is represented in a study which was conducted at the Teachers College 

Horace Mann Experimental School in 191 9 (Hennes. 1920). The study, 

following the guidelines laid out by Kilpatrick, was conducted with an 

advanced grade five class over the course of one school year. The Hennes 

one-year study included examples of student objectives (Appendix G), 

timetable guidelines (Appendix G), an actual timetable agreed upon by 

students and teachers (Appendix H), and examples of projects completed 

and integrated into various subject areas (Appendix 1). In addition, Ellsworth 

Collings expanded the Project Method, and implemented it in practice during 

his four-year experiment. Collings utilized a cantrol group of students 

enrolled in the state course of study: and one experirnental school with 41 

students "using a curriculum selected directly from their purposes in reaf life" 

(Collings, 1926, p.297). This was a project curriculum organized around 

large blocks of time during which the students pursued four types of projects: 

(1) play projects (such as group games, drama), (2) excursion projects (the 

study of environment and of local people). (3) story projects (oral 

storytelling, picture books) and (4) hand projects (growing cantaloupes. 

making rabbit traps). Guidelines for the experimental school included the 
H 

idea that the school should create an environment that fostered continuous 



growth of students, and that the teacher should guide students in both the 

selection and the realization of purposes in real Iife. The planning, 

executing, and evaluation of curriculum was to corne from the students. and 

not be pre-detemined by the teacher. The teacher's role was to supply 

resources, sources of reference, materials. etc.; to suggest. indirectly by 

questioning, ways of overcoming difficulties; and to approve or disapprove 

phases in the process of realizing the projeds. Collings used two large 

rooms in instruction; a noisy workshop and a quiet reading room, and the 

atmosphere of the school was pleasant and natural. Children were free to 

mingle socially as they chose (Collings, 1 926). 

The distinguishing characteristics of this type of procedure, as 

cornpared with that commonly found in traditional schools. can be seen in 

Kilpatrick's (1 91 9) stated objectives of what teachers and students should 

direct attention to: (1) the physical properties of things. comrnon plants and 

anirnals, basic life skills or in his own words: "...the use of such tools, 

implements, and materials as will serve best to introduce them to the larger 

social life which they are later to enter" (p. 99), (2) social ideals such as 

cooperation. helpfulness, faimess and unselfishness, (3) autonomy and 

responsibility (4) the school arts: especially reading, writing and arithmetic 

(these he saw as the sole emphasis of the older schools). The difference, 

however, was not so mu& in what would be studied, but in how educaticn 



would proceed. 

The results of the study claimed overwhelming success. The teachets 

responses included statements that very little disciplining was needed 

because of the cooperative atmosphere in the classroom; that students 

were interested in and occupied with their projects; and that students' 

individuality and character seemed to develop more freely. Students 

enjoyed choosing their own paths of discovery and working cooperatively 

with others (vide Appendix E). As Hennes concludes of her study: "If I have 

conveyed to the reader the conviction that the amount of progress in the 

required knowledge, the social ideas and skills. the necessary personal 

attitudes, and the fundamental school arts has been secured through the 

imposition of tasks by the teacher, the purpose of the report has been 

accomplished" (Hennes. 1 91 9, p. 158). 

Many parents and educators were becoming interested in the Projed 

Method as it gained in popularity, so naturally more studies were 

undertaken. The Collings four year longitudinal study provided the most 

significant findings among them. Students taught by the project method far 

exceeded the control group in achievement, attendance, positive character 

traits, and interest in education (Tenenbaum, 1951, p. 245). The positive 

effects of the study spilled over into the community, as people became more 

literate, more social, andCmore involved in the school life and curriculum. 



These findings are only typical of a host of other subsequent investigations. 

The EigM-Year Study, a longitudinal study which began September 

1933, was an attempt at implementing child-centered leaming at the high 

school level in order to enliven the cuniculum at that level, and to stir 

independence and imagination in students despite the strictures that college 

requirements placed upon the existing cumculum. The participating schools 

were told: Yorget college requirements; reconstnrct your curriculum and tap 

the imagination and ingenuity of your students and staff (Cuban, 1984, 

pp.75-76). Appendix J shows an example of a Denver high school tirnetable 

(I), some suggestions for the teachers' roles (II), and some general goals or 

guidelines of the program (III). The EigM Year Study concluded that 

graduates from progressive schools outshone the control group in grades, 

developing and rnaintaining social relationships, and autonomous leaming 

(Tenenbaum, 1951, p. 247). 

With Kil patrick's ideolog ies, I envision an inquiry-based approach, 

starting with student interest, that would allow students to become 

democratic, autonomous leamers; hence better equipped for growth and 

learning within a democratic Society. Kilpatrick's concept of process- 

oriented, student centered leaming is paramount in my proposal of a project 

method, but perhaps lacking is the inclusion of dealing with needs, both 

those across the cumculdk. and expectations in order to be successful 



within society. Boyd H. Bode and Harold B. Alberty address this dichotomy. 

and clarify these ideologies with their democratic philosophies on education 

in the following two chapters. 



CHAPT ER F IVE 

BOYD H. BODE 

Boyd H. Bode 

Boyd H. Bode adds to the development of this study's project method 

the realization that hamony between the interests of students and the 

expectations of aduR Society must be sought in order for any educational 

program to be successful in introducing intelligent, democratic citizens to the 

realities of the world. Just as Dewey and Kilpatrick envisioned leaming 

would begin with student experience and would be both cooperative and 

purposeful in nature. Educators would then lead students into thematic units, 

helping them to make logical and abstract connections to subject matter 

based on this experiential leaming. Teachers would help students refiect on 

their leaming so that they would be best equipped to continue leaming 

throughout their lives, so that skills and content that they had been exposed 

to as children will be readily available when needed as adults. 

Boyd H. Bode was an influential professor of philosophy at the 

University of Illinois from 1909 to 1921. In l 9 Z l .  however, he decided to 

shift his focus to the field of educational philosophy where he feA he would 

be more productive (ToeuCs, 1997). Bode wanted nothing more than to 

communicate his beliefs on democracy and democratic education. As 



identified by Kenneth Winetroot, Bode's thinking can be expressed in his 

belief in the potential of the "common man", his "war with absolutes", and his 

concept of "the dernocratic society, and the importance of "the school that 

would serve each of these." (Winetrout, 1988, p. 35). 

Unlike William Heard Kilpatrick, Bode was less given to specifics in 

ternis of methodology and curriculum. Kilpatrick and Bode were "one with 

Dewey on the contention that education is a continuing reconstruction of 

experience, one in the faith that the supreme task of education is the 

development of a civilization dedicated to the progressive li beration of 

intelligence, and one in the belief that schools could never accomplish this 

task without a . .. transformation in spirit as well as practicen (Cremin, 1964, 

p. 224). Bode, however, steered away from the reliance on one general 

method, such as the project method, based upon his contention that methods 

and procedures would have to Vary in terms of the content and the children 

to be taught. lnsofar as the emphasis on wholehearted purposeful activity 

refuted the mechanical and meaningless practices of traditional education, 

Bode was ail for the project method. Bode feared, though that using the 

project method as a guide to curriculum would be insufficient. "The 

emphasis on initiative and purposeful activity frequently suggests a mystic 

faith in a process of 'inner development' which requires nothing from the 

environment except to b d e t  alonen (Bode, 1927, p. 163). 



According to Bode, curriculum planning should begin with student 

interest, with logical organization of subjed matter to follow. In other words, 

the teacher should take advantage of concrete experiences to lead students 

into an understanding of theoretical or abstrad applications, thus 

ernpowering the student to develop intelligence and to think independently. 

Content must be chosen based on its contribution to democracy, which 

means it must help students gain an appreciation of how others live (Bode, 

1927, p. 48) , and how each person can contribute to the betterment of a 

cooperative society. 

Bode as Critic 

By 1920, Boyd H. Bode's work as professor of philosophy at the 

University of Illinois had left him stale; he began seeking a pragmatic outlet 

for his ideas, which came to him in the realm of education. Bode developed 

his child-centered, progressive philosophy, which maintained that students 

should leam to work purposefully toward the acquisition of knowledge 

related directly to their lives, with teachers guiding students to see these 

relationships. There is much that we can learn from Boyd H. Bode, who 

recognized early in the history of American education the need for a more 

integrated curriculum based upon the needs of the individual; but more 

importantly guided by a democratic spirit. Opportunity came to him swiftly in 

the form of professorship6f educational philosophy at the University of Ohio. 



Bode was chosen to join the department by Dean George F. Arps, who 

encouraged challenge and differing opinions in the faculty, much the way 

Bode approached his own teaching (Bullough, 1976). For Bode. leaming 

was the reconstruction of experience, as brought about by his 

encouragement of students to develop their own independent philosophies. 

People found that they could identify with Bode, because of his strong 

belief that the common man could, through intelligence and ability, help 

America realize the democratic ideals in which he had such strong faith. 

Upon an examination of the conditions within society that were preventing 

the cornmon man to reach his potential, Bode identified the problem as 

sternming frorn a cultural duality of traditional authoritarian values, confliding 

with the growing fields of science and technology in an increasingly urban 

society (Bode. 1933). To Bode, the major problem of education was the 

same as that faced by the common man-the lack of direction which would 

be consistent with America's democratic heritage (Bode. 1933). 

Unless we know where we are going there is not much comfort in 
being assured that we are on the way and traveling fast. The result is 
likely to be that much of our progress is but seeming. We do not 
escape the bondage of the past merely by issuing an Emancipation 
Proclamation. The old contrast between the cultural and the practical 
has tended to persist. with little appreciation of the fact that the cultural 
could be pradical or that the practical could be cultural. Vocational 
subjects on the one hand, and literature and science on the other, are 
still left too much without a significant social context; and to the extent 
that this is the case, the aims of culture are defeated and the idea of 
democracy is left tdtake care of itself. If education is to discharge its 



rightful function of leadership, it must clarify its guiding ideals. (Bode. 
1921, pp. 241 -242) 

Bode published three principal works during the 1920s: Fundamentals 

of Education (1 921 ), Modem Educatfonal Theories (1 927), and Conflicting 

Psychologies of Leaming (1 929). Modem Educational Theories is a critique 

of progressive pedagogy in the twenties, and reflects many of John Dewey's 

(1 91 6) ideas in Democracy and Education. Bode felt that the theories 

developed by many of his contemporaries of progressive education, in the 

domain of scientific curriculum makers, were either too traditional in their 

aims, or were too narrow in focus to meet the demands of a changing 

society . 

Bode criticizes Franklin BobbiWs attempt to find objectives through 

scientific analysis on the grounds that "training for specific objectives cannot 

be the whole aim of education, for the reason that the purpose of this 

(democratic) movement is preciseiy to make over the social order and our 

present modes of living so that we may progressively substitute new 

objectives for old ones.. . .An educational ideal which is content to train pupils 

for predetemined specific objectives is better suited to a static than to a 

dynamic social ordef (Bode, 1927, p. 79). According to Bode, al1 

educational objectives must have their basis in a broader philosophy rather 

than stem from specific abjlities. 



Bode voiced similar concems in Iight of W. W. Charters' work on 

activity analysis. Bode felt that although activity analysis had merit in some 

areas of curriculum construction. the determination of objectives to 'definite 

operations" was severely limiting, and not representative of democratic life. 

"Activity analysis becomes a vice when it is made a substitute for synthesis, 

for the creative fundion of intelligence in reconstructing ouf ideals and 

attitudes in the light of new situations" (Bode, 1927, p. 109). Bode reiterated 

Dewey's ideas of the importance in democratic curriculum making in 

providing a larger measure of opportunity for the individual. which would be 

lost in a program based upon activity analysis where the student is trained to 

be just another "cog in a machinen (Bode, 1927, p. 1 19). 

Bode also recognized limits to the plan of curriculum construction 

based upon needs of both the producer and the consumer in society, as 

proposed by sociologists such as David Snedden (Bode, 1927, ch. vi). 

Education based upon producing and consuming was inhuman. Social 

needs furnished by sociological studies risk being clouded by prejudice and 

habit, and would not represent evolving democratic ideals. For Bode. these 

data acted to rernove the leamer from his rightful place in negotiating 

meaning . 

Due to its shift in focus from 'logical' to 'psychological', Bode contends 

that the "project methodnSs defined by William Heard Kilpatrick (1918) 



deserves merit in its contribution to curriculum. "It seems reasonable to 

expect that the method can be extended so as to induce a different attitude 

toward school work in general by linking up school experiences with other 

experiences and thus making school work more concrete and meaningful to 

the pupils" (Bode, 1927, p. 146). However, Bode challenges this method as 

being "too discontinuous~ too randorn and haphazard, too immediate in its 

fundion" (Bode, 1927, p. 150) unless supplemented with fundamental 

principles. For example, Kilpatrick promotes the idea of projects as students 

engaged in purposeful activity, while at the same time recognizing "minimum 

essentials" to be taught through 'drill and practice' by the teacher. Bode saw 

this as "an oscillation between two extremes. On the one hand the teacher 

al1 but fades out of the picture; on the other hand the teacher functions like a 

drill sergeant in charge of the awkward squad" (Bode, 1927, p. 163). 

Furthermore, the project method represents a pedagogical naturalism which 

displays a "mystic faith in a process of 'inner developmentJJ which requires 

nothing from the environment except to be let alone" (Bode, 1927, p. 163). 

Bode again cites Dewey's philosophy on thought, that "thinking requires 

suggestions and the child must get his suggestions from somewhere other 

than the recesses of his inner consciousness" (Bode, 1927, p. 163). In 

addition, Bode remarked a confusion in the definition and purpose of project 

teaching in his critique O&. A. McMurray's adaptation of "central teaching 



unitsn (Bode, 1927). Bode clearly recognized the value of the project 

method in stressing the importance of meaningful activity, but wamed 

against jumping on the bandwagon of the impossibility of a rnagic formula. 

Bode's Democratic Philosophy 

Through these criticisms, Bode sets the stage for his own view of 

education, which is based upon the cultivation of intelligence. 

Education must prepare for life, but life is a changing thing. The life of 
the next generation will be different from ours. and it will be different in 
ways that we cannot foresee. How then can we prepare for it? 
Perhaps the simplest answer to this question is that education should 
enable the individual to educate himself when the time cornes. (Bode. 
1927, p. 238) 

The student must therefore leam to constnict his own reality, and the school 

must be "maintained by society for its own progressive reconstructionn 

(Bode, 1 927, p. 262). Education rnust fit the individual to reorganize his 

world, and the school must encourage students to embrace the social ideals 

inherent in culture. 

Pedagogically speaking, Bode stressed the importance of child- 

centered leaming for the enhancement of individual creativity. The teacher 

would need 'not only the quality of sympathy and discernment to understand 

individual pupils and the ability to understand the ends that are to be 

attained, but also the further quality of resourcefulness, which will enable him 

to keep his methods or pycedures flexible so as to suit the needs of the 

occasion." (Bode, 1929, p. 284) This is where Bode significantly parts ways 



with Kilpatrick, for he believed that method and materials would have to Vary 

in ternis of both the content and the students to be taught. Where Kilpatrick 

would opt for an educational program based solely upon the interests of the 

child, Bode would urge that a balance between the whims of the child and 

the expectations of the adult must be reached. 

Ideally, the school would hamionize the psychological with the logical 

organization of subject matter; which would in tum promote the cultivation of 

intelligence in the students. H i l e  at the same time provide them with the 

knowledge and skills required as adults. Bode feit that if subject matter was 

organized in such a way as to prove relevant in everyday life; it would 

become practical and useful. 

As an extrerne illustration, let us take the case of a man who is lost in 
the woods. Such a man is quite likely to develop a keen interest, for 
the time being in geography. He is much concemed to discover the 
location of the towns and rivers and the position of the North Star, but 
al1 the while his interest is confined within narrow limits. He is not 
concerned at al1 with the size of the Sahara or the location of the north 
magnetic pole. He cares only for those fads which will help him find 
bis way back home. The facts of geography which he requires are 
selected and organized with reference to a further end; he requires, 
as we Say, a pradical knowledge of geography. (Bode, 1927, p. 48) 

Therefore, curriculum planning shoufd begin with student interest, and be 

followed by careful logical organization of related subject matter, giving W e  

pupils the power to think independently when confronted with new situations" 

(Bode. 1927. P. 55). One example that Bode gives to clarify this philosophy * 
is the child who "leams to manipulate numben as a result of playing games." 



The teacher should then take advantage of this experience, and use 7hese 

activities to introduce him to a knowledge of the abstract formulations of 

arithmetic" (Bode, 1927, p. 56). 

When speaking of subject matter, Bode clearly stated that content 

must be re-examined in terms of its contribution to dernocracy. Democratic 

living irnplies constant change, and thus: 

in attempting to translate this ideal into terms of education we must 
recognize, first of all, that considerably more is required than just an 
attitude of amiability toward others. The ideal of democracy calls for 
an active concem, as a dominating principle of conduct. in making our 
social organization an embodiment of the spirit of good will and 
cooperation. The first prerequisite for this is knowledge. It is 
necessary to have an appreciaüon of how other men live, by what 
circumstances their activities are conditioned. and how intricately the 
life of every person is bound up with the lives of others. Every subjed 
in the cum'culum gives opportunity for widening the pupil's outlook in 
this direction, and this is the fonn of psychological organization of 
subject matter required by a democratic program of education. (Bode. 
1927, pp. 68-69) 

The content of school courses must focus on making connections with the 

experiences of the leamer. This calls for much ingenuity on the part of the 

teacher, and this is the mission for democracy that Bode proposes for 

teachers. 

Obviously, this democratic philosophy of leaming, focused on 

connecting the individual with the realities of cooperative society, is an ideal 

philosophy upon which to base secondary English as a Second Language 

instruction because it hadhe potential to solve Iinguistic, cultural, social and 



curricular problems for these students. In today's educational milieu, 

students would be encouraged to initiate and set goals for their leaming, 

activate prior knowledge. and conned experiences and leaming to their 

lives, both within and outside of school. The teacher would act as leader 

where necessary, but for the most part would be resource person and 

facilitator, helping students through difkult material and problems, and 

encouraging connections among curriculum and lie. Translating Bode's 

ideologies into practical applications, Harold B. Alberty employed Bode's 

dernocratic ideas in setting up a comesponding pedagogical design. 



CHAPTER SIX 

HAROLD B. ALBERTY 

A student of Bode's, Harold B. Alberty's major contfibution became the 

translation of Bode's mission for a democratic ideal into reeility in school 

programs. Thmugh his involvement with the education faculty at the Ohio 

State University, and in his work with the Eight Year Study, Albeity came to 

realize that the ultimate deciding factor in effective Ieaming depended upon 

pedagogy; pedagogy which would lead to refledive thinking, the dominant 

purpose of education. Direction in the planning of curriculum should focus. 

according to Alberty and Bode (Bullough, 1976. p. 121), on enriching 

students' lives resulting in a moral ideal for the individual and democracy for 

society. The students must be at the center of curriculum, and subject 

matter should be made part of the child's experience. From here, Alberty 

sees effective education as leading the child gradually into organized 

systems of knowledge. Alberty wams that if leaming is always used in 

concrete situations. as progressive educaton would insist, education runs 

the risk of becoming completely vocationalized, such as suspected corporate 

agendas influencing today's educational practices. 
# 



What Alberty contributes to my cumcular design are some starting 

points for projects which focus first on the individual. then on his or her 

subsequent integration into society. Alberty uses the cultivation of unique 

experience to draw connections to subject matter and problems in daily 

living in order to mate reflective thinkers. Students will then be capable of 

decision-making and problem solving in the reality of larger society. 

Alberty focuses on the dangers of a completely experiential curriculum 

in his 1926 dissertation critiquing the project method ("A Study of the Project 

Method in Educationn cited in Bullough, 1976). The problem that Alberty 

had with the projed method, as outlined by William Heard Kilpatnck was in 

the objective definition of projects, their logical organization of subject 

matter, and their intended educative outcornes. Alberty agreed with the 

encouragement of indirect learning through child-centered methods and 

projects, but sought to unite the psychological considerations of progressive 

educators with a logical organization of curriculum. 

Harold B. Alberty-Early Influences and ldeas 

Alberty's post-secondary education began with the pursuit of a degree 

in law. resulting in a Ph. D. from Baldwin University in 1912 and his LL. B. 

from Cleveland Law School in 1913 (Bullough, 1976). Due to his change of 

focus from law to education as an unemployed lawyer working as a teacher, 



Alberty's interest in the educational field began to rapidly increase (Alberty, 

1 969). 

With the combination of Alberty's fascination with teaching and his 

rapid promotion (teacher, 1908-1 91 3; assistant principal, 191 3-1 91 5; 

superintendent, 191 5-1 91 7; district superintendent, 191 7-1 920) came the 

realization that 'more professional training was needed if I was to keep pace 

with rapid changes that were taking place. especially in the administrative 

fieldn (Al berty, 1 969). Alberty, still with thoughts of eventually pursuing his 

career in law, entered Ohio University, graduate studies in the summer of 

1920 with a major in school administration and a minor in philosophy of 

education . 

It was these courses in the philosophy of education that irrevenibly 

transfonned Alberty's direction and thought. 

I saw that changes were possible in a universe that was not wntrolled 
by Absolutes; that human nature in itself was neither good nor bad, 
but was continually in the process of change depending upon 
environmental factors; that what was needed was an educational 
system dedicated to the progressive refinement of the quality of living 
in a free society. (Alberty, 1969. p. 295) 

These realizations came about as a result of the philosophies of Boyd H. 

Bode and his colleagues, including H. Gordon Hullfish. Alberty was enrolled 

in Bode's coune "Conception of Mind in Educational Theory", and later 

"Modem Educational Theories" . (Bullough, 1976). Alberty wasn't sold on the - 

position taken in the latter course. with the focus being an attack on 



Cumëuhm Constmction, W. W. Charter's (cited in Bullough, 1976) adivity 

analysis procedure in curriculum construction. This gave Albefty much food 

for thought and argument (1 976), and his final paper for the coune 

questioned Bode's position, which in tum prompted Bode to offer Alberty an 

assistantship in his department (Alberty, 1969). 

Thus began the 20 year collaboration of these two remarkable 
intellects. Bode, the rumpled classic example of the absentniinded 
professor who actually was so engrossed in his ideas that it was 
nimored that, on occasion, he had taken his children with him on 
errands only to retum without thern, having forgotten he had taken 
them along. And Albetty. the smartly dressed, etemally young man. 
who would stniggle to interpret, and in so doing expand and refine, the 
implications of experirnentalism for educational practice. (Bullough, 
1976, p. 112) 

For Alberty, there was 'thought before Bode', as demonstrated in his 

pamphlet The Lesson Plan of 1923. which he wrote during his terni as 

assistant superintendent of the Cuyahoga County Schools. This is where 

Alberty first voices his concem for professional development, stressing the 

importance of good planning for efficiency in teaching. Alberty went further 

to stress the careful and thoughtful thinking through of purposes and 

rnethods as an aid to the growth and success of the teacher. ldeas suai as 

flexible planning of long units and involvement of students in setting goals 

are suggested (Bullough, 1 976). 

Alberty expanded on his argument for student-centered goals in his 

master's thesis entitled 'The vocational, educational and recreational 



interests of the children of the Cuyahoga County (Ohio) School District, 

grades seven to twelven (Bullough, 1976). Alberty's view was of two 

opposing forces in Arnerican education: the first k i n g  the push to retum to 

traditional education; the second, an advocation for vocational education 

where students were to be guided to some vocation as indicated by 

intelligence tests. Dissatisfied with both, Alberty was convinced that there 

must be a middle ground, and this resulted in his thesis of melding together 

subject matter, Mile at the same time maintaining an awareness and 

consideration of the needs and interests of the pupils. The purpose of the 

study was to find out the interests and aims of high school students, 

including their reaeational interests in order to create not only a cumculurn, 

but an extra-cunicular program as well (Bullough, 1976). This early work on 

the importance of studentss needs and interests can be seen as a pre-cursor 

to Alberty's initial focus in his work on the Eight-Year Study. 

In the interim, however, Alberty reaches another stage in the 

development of his philosophies through the completion of his Ph. D. 

dissertation at the Ohio State University in 1926 critiquing the project method 

("A study of the project method in education' as cited in Bullough, 1976). 

The problem that Alberty had with the project rnethod, as outlined by William 

Heard Kilpatrick was in the objective definition of projeds, their logical 

org anization of subject matter, and their intended educative outcornes. 



However, Alberty did concur with philosophers such as Kilpatrick on the 

merits of both child-centered leaming and projeds as encouraging engaging, 

indirect leaming . 

Alberty's definition follows: The project method in education is that 
teaching pmcedure which aims at securing leaming (Le., the 
acquisition of knowledge, habits, skills, ideaIs,etc.) indirectly by means 
of activities which have the following characten'stics: 
1. The goal which is supposed to dominate the pupil and to lure him 

on to the accomplishment of the end, is not the leaming sought by 
the teacher, but is some concrete result or accomplishment. 

2. The leaming essential to the satisfactory completion of the adivity 
is aiways instrumental to this goal. 

That is, whatever leaming is achieved is a by-product of the activity, 
and is not directly aimed at by the pupil. 
{Alberty. 1926. as cited in Bullough, 1976, pp. 1 19-1 20) 

Alberty sought to unite the psychological considerations of progressive 

educators with a logical organization of curriculum. 

Alberty's Evolving ldeas 

Alberty began to see the ultimate deciding factor in effective learning 

as depending upon pedagogy; that is to Say pedagogy which would lead to 

reflective thinking which Alberty saw as the dominant purpose of education. 

Alberty identifies two factors, which continued to play important roles in his 

philosophy, that he felt must be considered in any teaching procedure: 1. 

the direction or intended outcornes 2. the nature and needs of the students 

(Bullough, 1976, p. 120). Direction in the planning of cu~culurn should 

focus, according to Alberty and Bode (Bullough, 1976, p. 121). on enriching 

students' lives resulting in a moral ideal for the individual and democracy for 



society. The students must be at the center of curriculum, and subject 

matter should be made part of the child's experience. From here, Alberty 

sees effedive education as leading the child gradually into organized 

systems of knowledge. Alberty wams that if leaming is always used in a 

concrete situation, as progressive educators would insist, education runs the 

ris k of becoming completely vocatîonalized. 

In 1927, Alberty began work as assistant professor of education in the 

Department of Principles and Practiœs of Education in the College of 

Education, and was also appointed Supervisor of Teacher Training For the 

Ohio State Department of Education (Bullough, 1976, p. 125). ln these 

capacities, Alberty's concem for obvious inconsistencies in teacher training 

led him to address this issue. "If schools are ever to realize their full 

potential in the development of refledive thinking in the Young, obviously 

highly qualified teachers are necessary" (Bullough, 1976, p. 125). Steps 

taken by Alberty included the organization of a teacher-training conference, 

suggested changes in methodology to promote student-centered leaming, 

and finally suggested organization of cu~culum into correlated units of 

subject matter. Important to mention is that these steps were always 

executed in a highly democratic fashion. 

This marked a tuming point in his thought, as Alberty begins his 

cornmitment to the reorgaiiizing of the cumculum, his later daim to fame. In 



an attempt to point out necessary changes in administration, Alberty co- 

authored with V. T. Thayer Supervision in the Secondary Schools, which 

placed importance upon the supervisors as democratic leaders in cumculum 

improvement (Bullough, 1976, p. 128). It was within this volume where 

Alberty first suggested that ruccessful education depended upon: "an 

interlocking of subjects which can only be secured by a mutual interchange 

of views between teachers, as they prepare their courses of studÿ (Alberty 

& Thayer, 1931, cited in Bullough, 1976, p. 129). In the 193OSs, especially 

through his work with the EigM Year Study, Alberly began to refine his 

philosophy, and came to be associated with certain generalizations for 

curriculum design (vide Appendix K). 

Alberty's work in the Elght-Year Study 

The EigM-Year Study provided progressive educators with the long- 

awaited chance 70 test, under controlled conditions, the curricular 

implications of experimentalisrn as developed by John Dewey, Boyd H. 

Bode, and William Heard Kilpatrick. Youth would find its place in the center 

of the cum'culum." (Bullough, p. 1 35, 1 976) Alberty's responsibilities within 

this context helped to translate Bode's ideal of democracy into school 

practice. 

With the doom of depression in the air, Alberty's thinking was evolving 

to include a greater concern for the purposes of education, in direct relation 



to his earlier focus on pradical teaching concems. Alberty headed seminar 

groups, a procedure that would corne to characterize his democratic 

approach to teaching, who came up with basic cumculum generalizations for 

schools involved in the study (vide Appendix L), and a definition of the 

central purpose of cumculum as being to Yacilitate the building, on the part 

of each pupil. of an independent social outlook on life. ..the end to which al1 

educationel endeavors should be directedn (Alberty, 1933; as cited in 

Bullough, p. 141, 1976). 

Alberty came to dominate a sub-committee on Science in General 

Education. which was extremely influential on schools involved in the Eight- 

Year Study. This committee began to stress the establishment of cumcular 

sequence on adolescent needs and interest, and suggested a list of common 

needs that must be met by al1 youth. This went against Bode's focus on 

purpose and the democratic ideal, to whom needs were important only in 

relation to obtaining goals. Alberty's committee did draw from Bode's 

philosophy when the following three basic ideals of democratic living were 

identified for students of the Eight-Year Study high schools: 1) the 

development of distinct petsonalities; 2) 'mutual and free consultationn in 

associated living, which translates as the use of cooperative means rather 

that competition; 3) intelligence growing out of Yree association and 

communication" as the basis of choice and action (Bullough, p. 147, 1 976). 



Therefore, the desired characteristics of education became social sensitivity, 

tolerance, cooperativeness. the ability to use reflective thin king, self- 

direction, and esthetic appreciation. 

Once these purposes were established, teachers needed help creating 

corresponding methodologies and materials, and it was Alberty who was 

called upon to visit the schools as curriculum associate. He helped teachers 

discover their direction and purposes, and gave practical meaning to the 

theoretical context, proving to be a brilliant liaison. For material 

development, Alberty organized the Rocky Mountain Workshops. which 

revolutionalized the idea of teacher in-servicing. These workshops were to 

develop resource units (vide Appendix M) based on student needs, and 

Alberty skillfully worked on these units with teachers. thus freeing teachers' 

creative energy in the pursuit of progressive education (Bullough, pp. 157- 

166, 1976). 

As the Eight-Year Study progressed, it became clear that in order to 

attain Bode's democratic ideal in the 30 participating schools, guidance in 

their practical application was needed. It was Alberty who developed, and 

later refined, a seven step procedure to help the schools clarify their 

purposes (vide Appendix N). 

The result of Alberty's cornmitment to the Eight-Year Study contributed 

to his continued interest in and devotion to education. The concept of 



resource units would continue to flourish well into the 1950's and 1960's, 

providing teachen with easily utilized resources and a revolutionized method 

of material preparation. In addition, Alberty's work with the Science 

Cornmittee would prove useful in his work as director of the University 

School of the Ohio State University. 

The University School 

From 1938 to 1941, Alberty took over the directorship of the University 

School of the Ohio State University, a step he viewed as fuithering his 

academic ideas. Like his work with the Eight-Year Study, Albetty first helped 

the school discover and define its 'ultimate goaln as being the development 

of 'democratic personalities-penonalities who intelledually wmprehend 

the meaning of dernocracy and who make their decisions based upon the 

common goodn (Bullough. 1976, p. 180). Alberty believed that for this goal 

to be met, students must be encouraged to develop desirable personality 

traits through the organization of curricular. experiences around "functions of 

livingJ' (Bullough, 1976, p. 180). Alberty's work in the school gave "form and 

direction to the curriculum ... unity to the disparate elements of the program 

by giving the administrators, teachers, and students a set of purposes, 

derived from the major objective of developing dernocratic personalities, that 

were capable of being translated into school practice" (Bullough, 1976, p. 

180). This marked the beginning in the development of Alberty's 'macro- 



designJ of cum*culum, and the emphasis placed upon the relationship 

between subject areas and specific needs and interests steadily increased. 

In addition, Alberty did much to spread Bode's, and in tum his own, 

democratic ideal throughout al1 facets of the University School. He 

encouraged the faculty to form cornmittees for the purpose of planning 

pedagogy and sequencing experiences. Even after his role as director, 

Alberty continued to investigate along with faculty members the important 

concepts of human development and education. Alberty developed a 

framework for considering adolescent development, later pubiished as How 

Children Develop, and Some Trends in Adolescent Development. In these 

publications, Alberty encouraged action research in the following trends of 

adolescent development: health, security, achievement, interests, and 

outlook on life (Bullough, p. 184, 1976). Alberty's work on resource units 

proved useful once again, especially in the way he encouraged teacher 

involvement through his leadership and guidance. Alberty contributed to 

school organization and spirit, and to the democratic conduct both of 

administrators and of student body (Bullough, 1976). 

Alberty as a Teacher 

Through Alberty's work both in the Eight-Year Study and at the 

University School, and based on the influences of Bode, John Dewey, Max 

Otto and V. T. Thayer, ~lberty's beliefs and the transmission of those beliefs 



flourished in the 1940's (Lawhead. 1987). Alberty's developing philosophies 

came through in his teaching, and because for Alberty leaming was a matter 

of reconstruction of experience, he considered his task to be one of 

stimulating the reconstruction of experïence in his students (Bullough, 1976). 

Because of the popularity of lecture courses such as The Role of the 

School in the Social Ordef, Alberty, as professor of Education from 1941 to 

1959, was able to reach a mass audience with his theoretical positions on 

educational purposes, curriculum design, and classrnom practice (Lawhead, 

1987). Alberty was a stimulating teacher, who always encouraged debate 

and controversy in his courses. He hdped students to be critically aware of 

goals in education, and encouraged them to punue higher levels of 

professionalism (Lawhead, 1987). Dunng these teaching years at the Ohio 

State University, Alberty charnpioned his philosophy on curfÎculum design. 

Reorganization of the High School Curriculum 

Alberty's argument that ÿou can't ride both horses and the same time" 

(Lawhead, 1987, p. 70). meaning that general education cannot be 

organized around the duality of problerns and subject matter, is the main 

thesis in his philosophy (Alberty, 1947, 1949. 1953, 1962). Alberty shared 

with progressive educators such as Dewey and Kilpatrick the importance of 

making the experience of problem-solving central to the educative process, 

but wamed that objectives must be set as to what experiences are to be 



central and basic in the creation of a dernocratic individual. According to 

Alberty, education must integrate the unique individual into democratic 

society. Democracy, states Al berty: 

cherishes the individual. Optimal developrnent of al1 is fundamental in 
our culture. America has flourished because it has stirnulated each 
individual to develop his unique potentialifies. On the other hand, 
democracy is based upon the sharing of interests, upon the 
development of common concems, upon planning and working 
together for the common good. Thus it can be truly said that these two 
aspects, the common Iife and the individual uniqueness, are 
indispensable to the perpetuation and refinement of dernocratic living. 
Another way of expressing the sarne idea is to Say that the good 
citizen in a democratic society is one who works with his fellows in 
terms of common interests and problems and also makes his unique 
contributions to the society through his special talents and abilities. 
These aspects of living are, of course, interrelated, for his special 
capabilities play back into group life and enrich it, just as group life 
stimulates the release of individual capacity. Education then, 
particularly in the secondary area, must provide adequately for both 
aspects of living. (Alberty, 1948, cited in Bullough, 1976, p. 204) 

Thus we have two interrelated components in any macro-curricular 

design: general education and specialized education (Bullough, 1976, p. 

Alberty's philosophy on curriculum grew to maturity with the 

publication of Reorganizïng the High Schooi Cumculum (Al berty , first 

published 1947, revised 1953 and 1962). Alberty builds his case for the 

reorganization of curriculum based on needs. interests and problems of 

adolescent life within a democracy stniggling to realize itself (Bullough. 

1976). Li ke Kilpatrick's project method (Kilpatrick, 1 91 8, l932), Al berty 



argues that the best preparation for the future lies in building a cumculum 

around the problems of the youth of the day. Alberty's democratic ideal for 

schools would 'provide equal opportunitîes for al1 youth. regardless of 

intelligence levef, socioeconomic status. race, nationality. or creed, to meet 

their needs, solve their problems, and extend their interests in such a way as 

to prornote their fullest personal development as responsible citizens of Our 

democratic society" (Alberty, 1953, p. 45). The school program, according 

to Alberty, must be built upon the beliefs that the individual is constantly 

changing within an equally dynamic environment, and the school must 

encourage the cultivation of characteristics and behavior consistent with the 

ideais of society (Al berty, 1 953). For Al berty's generalizations of learning, 

vide Appendix O. 

Alberty, in finalizing his philosophy looked at both the subject-centered 

cumculum and the experiential cumculum, both of which he felt were 

inadequate. The subject-centered cumculum was extremely limited because 

it ignored student needs and interests, whereas the experience cuniculum 

suffered from a lack of control and organization of experiences. Alberty saw 

that a systematic organization of the types of experiences to be leamed was 

required. 

An adequate curricular design must meet the individual and common 
needs of adolescents. In order to accomplish this end. logical 
systems of knowledge are required. But these must be used as they 
relate to student needs. The nature of the individual imposes structure 



upon the subject-fields rather than the subjed-field organization being 
imposed upon the adolescent. In this way, there is a unification of the 
adolescent and race experience. As Dewey points out, the child and 
race experience are not opposites but are rather ends of a continuum. 
(Bullough, 1976, p. 204) 

The most impressive part of Alberty's philosophy was its practical 

application for schoois through which he called 'types' of core cumculum in 

general education. These five types of core programs Alberty characterized 

by their differentiated use of organized disciplines, and by the degree to 

which their respective contents were problem-centered (Alberty, 1947). 

Type one refers to a program based on subject matter, where subjects are 

taught separately, without any attempt to combine or integrate disciplines. 

Type two core occurs when either infomal or systematic correlation of 

subject rnatter occun. This occurs, for example, when an English teacher 

introduces a novel related to the students' history lesson. The third type of 

core Alberty calls 'Formal Correlation", and refen to when separate subjects 

are taught as discrete learning experiences, yet tied together by the 

conscious effort of two or more teachers to help students achieve some 

synthesis of their general education. Moving in the direction of further 

integration, type four core or 'Unified Studies" are those programs in which 

broad topics common to two or more subject fields provide the content of 

curriculum. Scheduled time formerly devoted to separate subjects is fused 

into a larger block for instiuctional purposes. The crucial difference between 





(Bullough, 1976, p. 223). Alberty's legacy, through his writings and former 

students, lives on with his quest for a coherent plan in democratic education. 

For secondary students of ESL, Alberty's proposals provide an 

excellent basis for a program aimed at integrating the individual into 

Canadian schools and society. By beginning with what is known or familiar 

to the student, and helping each individual to see connections across the 

curriculum and within society, the problems that these students have 

adapting to school and society can finally be addressed. 



CHAPTER SEVEN 

A PROJECT METHOD 

What John Dewey, William Heard Kilpatrick, Boyd H. Bode and 

Harold B. Alberty bring to the classroom is the conceptualization of a method 

that would allow students to be democratic, autonomous leamers, thus 

enabling them to continue educating themselves throughout their lives within 

a constantly changing society. Why is it, then, that programs as envisioned 

by these great philosophers never took root in educational practice of the 

time? Dewey, Kilpatrick, Bode, and Alberty were far ahead of their time in 

educational thought. Traditional views and approaches to education blocked 

the attempts of these democratic educators for the type of educational 

reforms required in order for their philosophies to take effect. In the existing 

educational milieu of the approaching millennium, however, we are in need 

of precisely these types of holistic philosophies in order to progress with and 

be able to process the ever-changing realities of Our modem world. 

Because of rapidly evolving technology and the volatility of economic 

situations, the best-equipped democratic citizen within ouf society is the one 

who possesses the abiiities to grow intellectually and to adapt to rapid 

change. 

This chapter is provided here in order to outline the principles, which I 

believe are paramount in the conceptualization of a project method. This 



method's application could conceivably be cross-cum'cular, but I will limit my 

proposal for its application to the field of English as a Second Language, 

which I will expand upon in the following chapter. A project method 

curriculum must be based upon inquiry and problem-solving (Dewey, 

Kilpatrick), focused upon creating hannony between student interest and the 

expectations of democratic society (Bode, Alberty) and upon linking student 

experience with subjects to be leamed (Dewey, Kilpatrick, Bode). 

A project method that I propose would organize a syllabus based upon 

individual student interests in the community and the school (Dewey, 

Kil patrick), content and literacy needs across the cuniculum (Bode, Alberty), 

and have students pursue projects based upon these interests and needs 

(Dewey, Kilpatrick, Bode, Alberty). The teacher would act as a resource 

person for materials and contacts (Kilpatrick, Bode), and would also lead 

students to make necessary practical and theoretical applications of 

knowledge acquired (Bode, Alberty). 

Such a method would allow students to investigate end experiment, 

thus leading to mental growth, the definition of education in John Dewey's 

eyes. For Dewey (1 91 6), there would be no dichotomy between interest and 

needs, because he saw student interest as ultirnately leading to educational 

needs. Educators must realize the active nature and social involvement 

inherent in leaming. Dewey's goal was to '... teach the habits of associated 



living, the skills of communication, and the habits of reflective living as the 

means by which differences would be aired and problems solved" (Wirth, 

1966, p. 290). The guiding principle of Dewey's pedagogy was 'mental 

growth through intelligent action" (Rugg, 1947, p.548). Dewey saw the aim 

of education as producing intelligent, reflective citizens capable of living and 

participating successfully in a democratic society. 

Discipline, natural development, culture. social efficiency, are moral 
traits-marks of a penon who is a worthy member of that society 
which 1 is the business of education to further. There is an old saying 
that for a man to be good, he must be good for something. The 
sornething for which a man must be good is capacity to live as a social 
member so that what he gets from living with others balance with what 
he contributes. (Dewey, 1 91 6, p.417) 

Growth, or leaming, meant empowering students to reconstrud their 

experience continuously. The centrality of child interest would lead, through 

intelligence, to organized studies of subject matter (Longstreet, 1989). He 

refuted the popular notion of the time that school was a "holding tank" until 

children became adults, and proposed the idea of school as life. Education 

must become the center of the stniggle for a better life. Even today, if the 

upcoming generation is not well-informed. it is because subjed rnatter was 

treated as recitation and test material, unrelated to ideas end concepts for 

the working power of intelligence. This is mere information, not knowledge. 

lntellectual curiosity and social insigM are not stimulated and developed, and 

leamer motivation rnay be lacking. A curriculum which would allow students 



to address pervading social issues reflectively is needed to develop 

insightful, empowered, and responsible citizens. 

To do this means to make each one of our schools an embryonic 
community life. active with types of occupations that reflect the life of 
larger society. and penneated throughout with the spirit of art, history, 
and science. M e n  the school introduces and trains each child of 
society into mernbership within such a little community saturating him 
with the spirit of service, and providing him with the instruments of 
effective selfdirection, we shall have the deepest and best guarantee 
of a larger society which is worthy, lovely and harmonious.(Dewey, 
1900. pp.43-44) 

Because traditional education seemed to be separating the school 

from the realities of living, Dewey felt that '...an intimate and necessary 

relation between the processes of actual experience and education" (Dewey, 

1938, p. 20) was needed. Experiences should be seleded based upon their 

potential for universal application. The teacher, in tum, must continually 

evaluate what was occumng in the minds of students, and choose 

experiences which contribute to continued growth. Teaching subject matter 

in isolation of student experience and needs meant that this information 

would not necessarily be available to the leamer in the future. in times when 

this information might be practically applied. 

Dewey felt that the most valuable outcome of education would be the 

desire to continue leaming. 

What avail is it to win prescribed amounts of information about 
Geography and History, to win ability to read and write. if in 
theprocess the individual loses his own souk loses his appreciation of 
things worthwhile, of the values to which these things are relative; if he 



loses the desire to apply what he has leamed, and. above all, loses 
the ability to extract meaning from his future experiences as they 
O C C U ~  (p. 49) 

This project method would, in accordance with John Dewey's definition of 

effective education, consist of tasksriented group work. where each child 

would feel responsible for his or her role to fulfill. The individual thus 

becomes autonomous, ensuring that ptesent experiences will lead to fruitful 

experiences in the future. Leaming would be purposeful, with skill 

developrnent reinforced when necessary for task completion. Dewey would 

have teachen act as facilitators, guiding students to discover connections of 

their projects to content areas across the curriculum. T h e  teacher's 

suggestion is not a mold for a cast-iron result, but is a starting point to be 

developed into a plan through contributions from the experïence of al1 

engaged in the leaming processn (Longsreet, 1989, p. 72). The teacher's 

responsibility would then lie in the selection of content promising in its 

potential "for opening new fields which make new demands upon existing 

powers of obsenration and of intelligent use of memory" (p. 75). Education 

then becomes spiral-like in nature as student experiences link with new 

ideas, thus fonning the basis of further leaming. 

My concept of a project method stems directly from William Heard 

Kilpatrick's The Pmject Method (1 91 8) which defined the purposeful act as 

the heart of the educative process. His vision was to base education upon 



the purposes and problems of everyday life; to unify purposeful activity, the 

laws of leaming, and ethical conduct. 

We admire the man who is master of his fate, who with deliberate 
regard for a total situation forms clear and far-reaching purposes,who 
plans and executes with nice care the purposes so foned. A man 
who habitually so regulates his life with reference to worthy social 
aims meets at once the demands for practical efficiency and of moral 
responsibility. Such a one represents the ideal of democratic 
citizenship. (Kilpatrick, 191 8. p. 322) 

The best preparation for later life, for Kilpatrick, (1 918, 1925) would be 

practice in living now. Every classroom's activities should be centred around 

significant living and doing. Kilpatrick's ideal education would be the pursuit 

of self andlor groupinitiated goals, under the guidance of the teacher, who 

would gradually be able to eliminate hiMerself from the success of the 

procedure. Kilpatrick's project method in its ideal form would be process- 

oriented as students would discover how to leam through problem solving, 

and self-perpetuating because students would be so engrossed in their 

leaming that related areas of interest would continually pop up during 

projects, and thus be pursued by students. Kilpatrick avoids addressing the 

student interest versus student needs dichotomy by arguing that student 

interests would become educational goals. Through interest, students would 

naturally pursue those goals related to their purposes and problems in real 

life. Kilpatrick devised four 'projed types' that covered vanous leaming 

activities from aesthetic enjoyment to drill and practice. In each type, 



purposing, planning, executing and judging would be vital steps. His 

proposed method would be roughly based upon the objectives (Kilpatrick, 

191 9) that he thought students should draw attention to: physical 

propertieslbasic life skills. social skills/cooperation, autonomy and 

responsibility, and school skills or traditional leaming activities such as 

reading, writing and arithmetic. "1 wish to educate the boy, and I believe he 

will leam only as he practices' (Kilpatrick, 1 925, p. 21 3). The difference 

between Kilpatrick's philosophy and traditional education was not so much in 

what would be studied, but in the active and democratic way in which 

education would proceed. Kilpatrick's project type I would be an ideal 

departure point for senior high students of English as a Second Language. 

First of all. the students, together with the teacher. could negotiate a project 

connected to the students' goals and interests, and considered by the 

teacher to be connected to curriculum and to lead to further leaming. Next, 

the project would be cooperatively planned, with the teacher aiding the 

students with their inquiry and problem-solving. The students would then 

implement and authenticate their plan, working within the school and 

community, using real-life communication to produce their "projed". 

Afterwards, students and teachers would reflect upon their leaming, evaluate 

its usefulness. and attempt to further their leaming with extensions and 

connections of their projeds with their lives and within their school 



curriculum. Kilpatrick's (1 91 8) steps of project execution. as described 

above, f o m  the backbone for my proposed seven "phases" of a project 

method . to be outlined in the following chapter. Kilpatrick's proposal of a 

process-oriented, student centered epproach to Ieaming truly captures my 

conception of a project method for the learning of E.S.L. However, the 

conscious inclusion of dealing with cum-cular and societal expectations 

perhaps need to be addressed. 

Although Boyd H. Bode (1925, 1932) agreed with Dewey and 

Kilpatrick's philosophy that education should stem from student interest, he 

was reluctant to give syllabus control completely to students. Bode did not 

feel that students would have neither the foresight nor the rnaturity to 

appropriately choose their own cumculum. He believed that a very strong 

sense of direction consistent with America's democratic heritage was 

necessary for effective education and growth. 'If education is to discharge 

its rightful function of leadership, it must clarify its guiding idealsn (Bode, 

1 92 1 , pp. 241 -242). Because Bode recognized the dynamic nature of 

society's social order, educational objectives should not stem from specific 

abilities, but have their basis in a much broader philosophy adaptable to 

change and growth. He also accused Kilpatrick of oscillating between 

extrernes with his project types. Kilpatrick would have students engaged in 

purposeful activity while at the same time would teach them skills through 



drill and practice, thus mixing experiential leaming with traditional teaching 

techniques. For Bode, whose focus in education was the cultivation of 

intelligence, leaming should definitely begin with student interests and goals, 

but should proceed with the teacher demonstrating theoretical applications to 

these experiences. By urging a balance between whims of the child with 

expectations of the adult, Bode sought to harmonize the psychological or 

interest-driven objectives of curriculum with the logical or those objectives 

based upon needs. Bode saw subject matter or content areas not as lirniting 

or traditionai, but as providing opportunity for making connections, thus 

widening students' outlooks on how people live. The student must therefore 

leam to construct and reconsthict his own reality, and the school must 

encourage students to embrace the social ideals inherent in culture. Where 

Kilpatrick would opt for an educational program based solely upon the 

interests of the child, Bode would urge that a balance between the whims of 

the child and the expectations of the adult must be attained. ldeelly the 

school would hamonize the psychological with the logical organization of 

subject matter; which would in tum promote the cultivation of intelligence in 

the students, while at the same time provide them with the knowledge and 

skills required as adults. 

In response to Bode's concem for balancing the psychological with the 

logical, the goals and need assessment phase (vide Chapter 8) of planning a 



project would be the critical time when the teacher would negotiate with the 

students how some of their needs and goals could be organized so as to aid 

them becorne better scholars and citizens. Teachers, who in the case of 

E.S.L. in a Manitoban senior years school for example, would be native 

speakers of English, and would possess the knowledge of the senior years 

curriculum as well as sociocultural cornpetence, and could share their 

expertise during the assessrnent of student needs and during phases 2 and 

3, the negotiation and planning of a projed. 

Harold B. Alberty (1 947) supported Bode's democratic philosophy of 

balancing student interest with needs in a cooperative adult society. Alberty 

beiieved that successful education depended upon appropriate pedagogy- 

pedagogy which would encourage refledive thinking, which Alberty believed 

to be the dominant purpose of education. Alberty recognized the duality of 

needs for cooperative, democratic living and interests based upon individual 

talents and abilities, and believed that any macro-cumicular design must 

provide for the inclusion of both. The school program, according to Alberty, 

must be built upon the beliefs that the individual is constantly changing within 

an equally dynamic environment, and the school must encourage the 

cultivation of characteristics and behavior consistent with the ideals of 

society (Alberty, 1953). Alberty's challenge to educators was to create a 

unified curriculum centered around problems and issues in students' 



experiences, and connecting content to these expen'enœs. Again, as with 

Alberty's concem for amalgamating the logical with the psychological, the 

negotiation and planning of projects, with the subsequent refledion, 

application and extension phases would encourage refiecüve thinking in the 

students, and intelligent, democratic individuals would emerge. 

Dewey and Kilpatrick's conceptualization of student-initiated projects. 

with Bode and Alberty's connections to subject matter and goals for 

associated living amalgamate in my mind to forrn a solid base upon which to 

build my project method for the teaching of secondary English as a Second 

Language (ESL) in Manitoba's senior years classrooms. The ideologies 

inherent in this method address precisely the need for connectedness of 

these students, as connections woutd be made both across the content 

curriculum and with the real world outside of school, thus helping these 

students to 'fit' and be successful in Canadian schools and society. 



CHAPTER EIGHT 

IMPLICATIONS AND APPLICATIONS OF A DEMOCRATIC PROJECT 

METHOD FOR ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE AND CONTENT 

INSTRUCTION IN MANITOBA SENIOR YEARS EDUCATION 

In order to initiate a project method, it is essential to consider the 

context. Imagine a senior years school whose English as a Second 

Language Program wekomes students from varying backgrounds and with 

varying motivations for leaming English. These students could be: 1) 

immigrants to Canada, planning to remain here and establish themselves as 

contributing citizens in the workforce. and in Canadian society; 2) short-terni 

(3-1 0 months) visiting international students, motivated by social, cultural. 

andlor linguistic goals and objectives, or 3) longer-term (2-10 yean) visiting 

students, motivated to attain certain English language and educational goals 

(a high school diploma andlor a university degree, for example) directly 

related to their future schooling andfor careers. The courses within which 

these students could be placed would differ as well. Students could be 

placed in one or in a variety of the foilowing: 1. Basic E.S.L., where the 

focus would be to gain communicative cornpetence in everyday encounters 

in Canada; 2. Content-based E.S.L., where E.S.L. students are grouped 

together in subject classes (for example, History and Geography) so that the 

students can meet their English language and academic needs; 3. E.S.L. 



sensitive content instruction, where E.S.L. students a n  in regular class 

settings, and classroom teachers Vary their teaching methods in an attempt 

to suit the needs of E.S.L. students. How can the E.S.L. course atternpt to 

bring these varied goals closer to fniition? Baseâ upon the ideologies of the 

four curricular theorists reviewed in this study and current trends in the field 

of second language instruction, a thematic, democratic project-based 

method, connected to student goals and cunicular themes could prove 

beneficial to the success of the wide array of senior years E.S.L. student in 

Manitoba. 

The Manitoba Education and Training 1998 document: Planning for 

Success: Developing an English as a Second Language Pmtocol, provides 

important principles to be considered during insirudional planning for 

teaching through a projed rnethod. "Learners leam best when treated as 

individuals with their own needs and interestsa (p. 3.3). This principle fits the 

starting point of projects, a needs and goals analysis negotiated 

cooperatively by the teacher and students. 'E.S.L. leamers leam language 

best when provided with opportunities to use language communicatively and 

reflectively in a broad range of activitiesa (p. 3.3). Leamen in a project 

method use authentic communication during the process of project 

execution, and during the metacognitive phase, and refled upon what they 

have leamed. "Leamen leam from their peers" (p.3.3). This occurs in the 



coo perative nature of project work 'Language acquisition is enhanced when 

leamers are exposed to socio-cultural information and direct experience of 

the culture embedded within the language" (p.3.4) 'Leaming is enhanced 

when leamers are provided with opportunities to manage their own leaming" 

(p.3.4). Autonomy is a strong factor in a project rnethod. 

The application of these principles implies the need for a 

communicative methodology in language leaming, which would hopefully 

result in communicative language abilities fur the leamer. What are 

communicative language abilities, and how can educators design language 

syllabi. instructional materials and assessrnent tools in accordance with 

communicative language principles? Whether language teachers favor the 

philosophy of irnplicit. indirect language acquisition (e.9.. Krashen. 1982) or 

more explicit, focused language instruction (e.g ., Rutherford 8 Sharwood 

Smith, 1985; Spada & LigMbown, 1 993; Schmidt, 1 990 and 1 993) curricular 

design must be mindful of the components of communicative cornpetence. 

and how these can be sufficiently addressed in program planning. 

The terni "communicative competence" haî historically evolved from 

Hymes' (1 967 and 1972) addition of a sociolinguistic component to 

Chomsky's (1 965) theory of "linguistic competence". Embedded within 

recognized models of communicative competence (Canale & Swain, 1980; 

Bachman, 1 990; Celce-Murcia, Domyei, BThurrell, 1 995) is the assumption 



that in order to become proficient in a second language, the leamer must 

develop more than solely linguistic competence. For example, one model 

(Celce-Murcia, Domyei, 8 Thurrell, 1 995) stresses the importance of 

developing linguistic, socio-cultural, actional, discoune, and strategic 

corn petencies. Celce-Murcia, Domyei, and Thurrell(1995) define these 

cornpetencies as follows: Linguistic cornpetence comprises the basic 

elements of communication, or the accuracy of the learnef s vocabulary, 

word order, and sentence strucWe in speaking and writing. Socio-cultural 

competence focuses on expressing meaning appropnately within social or 

cultural contexts. Actional cornpetence is neecfed to convey and understand 

communicative intent during speech acts such as greeting and leave-taking, 

meeting people, asking for and giving information, inviting, suggesting, 

apologizing, and refusing. to name a few. Discoune competence in this 

model of communicative competence is central to communication, and 

"concems the selection, sequencing, and arrangement of words, structures 

and utterances to achieve a unified spoken or written text. This is where the 

bottom-up lexico-grammatical microlevel intersects with the top-down 

signals of the macrolevel of comrnünicative intent and sociocultural context 

to express attitudes and messages, and to create texts." (p. 13) Strategic 

competence involves the deliberate application of communication strategies 

. 



in order to avoid unleamed structures or replace messages. compensate for 

linguistic deficiencies, stall or hesitate, rephrase, or negotiate meaning. 

To date. no second language have courses been designed to consider 

the development of al1 aspects of communicative competence. None of 

them have incorporated al1 components. 

In the 1970s. Stephen Krashen proposed the 'input hypothesis" to 

account for second language acquisition, which kindled a heated debate 

about the role of second language 'learning' and 'aquisition* in second 

language instruction. Krashen (1978) argued that second language 

acquisition, like first language acquisition, requires extensive exposure to the 

target language. Although he acknowledged affective variables in the 

acquisition process (as illustrated by the role of the 'filter") and of conscious 

leaming (as illustrated by the role of the "monitot'), he maintained that 

extended comprehensible input was the most significant deteminer of 

whether a language would be aquired or not. This holistic approach to 

developing the various components of communicative competence does not 

direct conscious attention to the development of communicative 

competence; whatever development occurs for the leamer is assurned to 

take place subconsciously and naturally. As might be expected, Krashen's 

hypotheses have had a significant effect on language teaching methodology. 



"The Natural Approach" (Terrell 8 Krashen, 1983; Terrell, 1977) was an 

application of the theoretical points of the input hypothesis. 

Krashen's theory that meaningful. extended inpu in the target language 

will lead to language acquisition is one of the sources of inspiration for 

content-based language learning, or leaming language thmugh content- 

based materials, (Brinton, Snow & Wesche, 1989; Mohan, 1986) and the 

adjunct model of language instruction (Snow and Brinton, 1988) However 

Krashen's theory that rneaningful, extended, here again attention to al1 

aspects of communicative cornpetence is not actively addressed. 

Approaches which focus on comprehensible input as discussed above 

have spread in use and popularity in immersion and bilingual language 

programs. Swain (1985), who has done large-scale testing of immersion 

students in Canada. questions the notion that comprehensible input in itself 

as being sufficient for the promotion of language acquisition. Swain found 

that students' exposure to yean of comprehensible input in itself does not 

lead to native-like cornpetence. Swain proposed that something more was 

needed, such as opportunities for negotiative meaningful interaction and 

greater expectations of native-like output from the students on the part of the 

teachers. 

Teaching approaches have been developed to provide opportunities 

for the development of a fuller range of communicative abilities, but the focus 



becornes narrowed dom to developing discourse competence. Cooperative 

learning (Kagan, 1985). for example, emphasizes extensive groupwork and 

discussion (McGroarty, 1989). Expefiential leaming (Jerald & Clark, 1983) 

encourages students' interaction and contact with sources outside of the 

classroom. Task-based leaming encourages group work on specified tasks 

(Long, 1 985). 

As Swain (1 985) acknowledges, language competence includes 

sociolinguistic and strategic competence. These latter types of cornpetence 

imply the provision of educational settings which encourage more language 

interaction, as would occur as students actively pursue the goals of a project. 

Consistent with the need ta provide meaningful content during 

instruction and to provide opportunlies for negotiative interaction, Brumfit 

(1 984) advocates a communicative language teaching methodology which 

not only provides students with oppottunities to develop accuracy, but also 

fluency. This meaningful content and negotiative interaction is inherent in 

the cooperative pursuit of information in the creation of a project. His 

solution proposes "increasing emphasis on integrated projects" which arrive 

"from the communicative needs of students within the framework of the 

projects" (p. 123). Brumfit advocates the use of projects as one type of 

activity within an E.S.L. syllabus. 



It seems plausible to posit that the goals of communicative 

corn petence, as outlined by Celce-Murcia, Domyei, and Thurrell (1 995) for 

example, would come about as result of a content and context-rich, project 

method in second language instruction. 

Modem E.S.L. teaching practices, whether communicative or content- 

based, have been guided by the awareness of cognitive variables that 

enhance leaming. Curent integrated methodologies, in which the leamer is 

actively involved in the strategies and outcornes of their leaming, are CALLA 

(Cognitive Academic Language Leaming Approach, (O'Malley & Chamot, 

1986) and the Foresee Approach (Kidd 8 Marquardson, 1997). These E.S.L. 

methods are suggested for use in E.S.L. classrooms, stressing learning 

strategies which emphasize the leamef s active involvement in the leaming 

process. "The rnastery of leaming strategies constitutes a major pathway to 

empowerment, a means through which students can develop into 

autonomous and independent leamers" (Kidd & Marquardson, 1997, p.6). 

Both the CALLA and the Foresee Approach recommend explicit instruction 

of leaming strategies through content-area, theme-based learning and 

provide for the possibility of collaboration across the curriculum. Grammar in 

the LearneFCentred Classroom as published by The Board of Education for 

the city of Toronto (1990) stresses the importance of having students identify 

and address gaps in knowledge in the areas of vocabulary, grammar use, 



fundions of language, and social conventions. However, these methods fall 

short of being student-centered in that they do not incorporate student input 

in syllabus negotiation. Teachers using the above methods may have some 

ideas on connecting communicative competencies to language and content 

in their courses. The focus here again in communicative competence, 

however, seems to be upon linguistic and discoune competencies. 

An Example Project Method for Teaching English as a Second 

Language 

With reference to the principles of the proposed project method. as 

outlined in Chapter Seven, connections will mw be made between a project 

method and the development of communicative competence. Seven 

proposed phases of a project method. which stem directly frorn Kilpatrick's 

(1918) project steps,(vide p. 40 of this study) include: 

student goals and needo assessment; 

student and teacher negotiation of a project proposal; 

creation of a plan of pursuit or inquiry in the solution of the project's 

"problems" or goals; 

cooperative pursuit of the project during which time students strive 

to articulate their strengths and needs, solve problems, answer 

questions, make connections, fiIl gaps in related knowledge using 

the teacher, school, each other and the community as "resources". 



(The teacher at this tirne may need to collaborate with other 

teachers and members of the community in preparation for the 

tasks.); 

5. production phase where students authenticate their plan in some 

form; 

6. reflection and evaluation of their learning processes and their 

completed project; and 

7. extensions and connections to further projects, other courses, their 

lives in general. 

In an E.S.L. context, be it Basic E.S.L., content-based E.S.L., or E.S.L. 

sensitive content instruction, the above phases could effectively be 

employed. We'll use, as a project idea or example project, developing 

communicative competence in "Survival Communicationn within the school 

and neighborhood of beginning E.S.L. senior high students. 

During phase 1, students will build with the teacher their actional 

competence as they discuss individual and group goals, suggest and request 

topics or areas of pursuit, ask for and give information, and express hopes 

for their program goals. Since the class would do a needs and interest 

analysis not only on paper but also in a group discussion format, strategic 

competence would be practiced and reinforced by students and teachers, as 

they work toward being successfully understood. Students would decide, 



individually, with other students, and with the teachen, what some 

communication needs would be in order to live successfully both within the 

school environment and out in the community. Discourse and linguistic 

competencies would also be focused upon as leamers put words, ideas, 

preferences, and wishes, based upon their own experiences and background 

knowledge, together to deliver their messages, orally and on paper, and to 

corne up with some ideas on "gaps" in communicative abilities that they can 

proceed to fiIl during phase 2. 

These same cornpetencies would be the focus of the active 

negotiation of a "plan of attack". so to speak, with the inclusion of a focus on 

sociolinguistic cornpetence, as the teacher and students with more local 

social and cultural experiences bring their knowledge into the plan. During 

phases 2 and 3, students would plan what information they will be seeking, 

how they will gather the information, and what form a final project may 

eventually take which would ultimately lead to enhanced cornpetence in 

living and going to school here in Winnipeg. 

During the inquiry phase, phase 4, ali competencies would be 

practiced, because students would be going out into the school and 

community in active search of answers to their gaps in linguistic, adional, 

sociocultural strategic. and discourse knowledge and skills. They would be 

required to communicate effectively with each other, with the teacher, and 



with native speakers in order to answer the questions inherent in their project 

goals of improved communication skills in their school and neighborhood 

encounters. Students would be encouraged to identify and address gaps in 

knowledge in the areas of vocabulary, grammar use. functions of language. 

and social conventions (as outlined in the Planning section of Grammarin 

the LeameFCentred Classrnom, The City of Toronto Board of Education, 

1990). 

During the production phase, or phase 5 of a projed method, al1 

communicative competencies are brought to the forefront. as students strive 

to communicate to the best of their abilities the linguistic, social. and cultural 

implications of their growth during the inquiry phases of the projed in 

progress. A possible produd of such pmject work could be a video entitled 

"The senior years E S L  leamer's guide to living and studying in Winnipeg*, 

which could guide other international students through examples of real-life 

situations, encounters. interviews. problems, questions end opinions of living 

and going to school in Winnipeg. 

As students together with their teacher refled upon their collaborative 

experiences during phase 6, a conscious effort to review how ail of the 

communicative competencies grew and progressed may be an effective 

means to another goal of project work, self-guided or autonomous learning. 



As leaming is extended and connected in phase 7, students and 

teachers can perhaps consciously look at which of the cornpetencies need 

further focus during the inquiry that hopefully evolves from the project. As a 

future project, they may in this example look at extending their 'guide" idea 

to producing a guidebook to travel within Winnipeg, around Manitoba, or 

beyond. 

I believe that a project method would be effective because it 

addresses not only the communicative competency needs of leamen, but 

also their affective needs by means of student-centered and cooperative 

leaming activities. When students view subjed matter as relevant to their 

lives. "they will becorne more motivated to leam" (Moskowitz.1978, p. 13). 

This humanistic factor, as defined in the work of psychologists such as Cari 

Rogers (1 956) and Abraham Maslow (1971), and second language educator 

Gertrude Moskowitz (1978), enhances the central guiding principle in 

democratic pedagogy as outlined by John Dewey, William Heard Kilpatrick, 

Boyd H. Bode and Harold B. Alberty. The child's experience and self- 

actualization is central to the learning process. 

Affective education is effective education. It works on increasing skills 
in developing and maintaining good relationships, showing concem 
and support for othen, and receiving these as well. It is a special type 
of interaction in itself, consisting of sharing, caring. acceptance, and 
sensitivity. It facilitates understanding, genuineness, rapport. and 
interdependence. Humanistic education is a way of relating that 
emphasizes self-discovery , introspection, selfasteem. and getüng in 



touch with the strengths and positive qualities of ourselves and others. 
(Moskowitz. 1978, p. 14) 

Conclusions 

A project method as an integrated approach to teaching senior years 

E.S.L., with a focus on the development of communicative competence could 

prove a very useful teaching approach in the growing field of E.S.L. This 

approach adheres to some of the same ideologies as the CALLA and the 

Foresee Appfoach, stressing the combined objectives in language. content 

and leaming strategies in E.S.L. instruction, with modifications to be made in 

the "preparation" phases, or phases 2 and 3, or any points of decision- 

making for project direction. Following the writings of Dewey, Kilpatrick, 

Bode and Alberty, the projects themselves are to be initiated by student 

interest and experience, with both subjed matter and expectations of 

democratic society as guiding lights. This type of leaming would ideally rely 

on the development of al1 components of communicative competence, as 

students are actively engaged in the cornplex task of problem solving and 

communicating with language. An effective project methodology for senior 

years E.S.L. students would be based upon inquiry and problem solving, and 

be focused both upon creating hannony between student interest and the 

ability to "fit into" society, and upon Iinking student experience with subjects 

to be leamed. Students of ~3.1. need to experience connections between 



their lives. the subjects they study, and the outside world. for their own 

empowement and continued success in Canadian society. 
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COURSE OP STUDY FOR A GYMNAS- 

@eogrephy. - (let Sememer.) T b o  micd gmogmphicoi con- 
cepu fflri.urtsd by the home o n r k o ~ ~ ~ ~ t .  IDtrOducLion 
to UPd~upding of Ralief, uid &O N g  of a map. 
Gsnenl ha001 UpoP the globs. 
(2d -mur.) Di+Uiom of the CUth i a t ~  l a ~ d  and 

m r .  G e n d  d d p t i w ~  vim of di the contineota. 
Niutal a m .  - Eimt inuoductioo hto 8y8fsrmltic O-r- 

rrrion of p b t  uid animai Me, ccoording to chiet typeu 
f0md h the chiid'r environment. (Biological nome 

studier.) In iummer the phta,  in -ter the -, 
u e  brougbt to the fronr. 

Edimning of the gsogrrphy ~ m f o f o r e  presentd- 
Openhg up of the homm siitirc,~lmrilt. The rwakenine an6 

cttltimtion of che ieeiïng for nature amd home ~rroundiog6- 
a ' .  - Picpurtory introduction ïato rire chief tppical f ornu 

of iPisu)rical hie. (Th aïmpiem U a i  cormnunïtier-.:' 
(Art Semeursr.) TOe Oayuey (Greciaa beroic a&. . 

Firat opePiElg up of the antique wodd l ~ l d  its geographical 
theam. 



(2d Semerter.) Niebdungen Tder (Gonuau heroic 
rge). Fiit opening a p  of thr Gemm -cnt world and 

A U  geopphical theatm. 
Berman. -(The centcr of LnrupcLioa) A Nrtioad srdiry 

Book, Part I (with .p rppaPdir of th local o r  homo au- 
visonment), for extendhg rnd dsapcning the hp-n 
and concepts obtPined in local gwgrrphy a d  natuml hlr- 
Wry. Picturea iliuotrrting l d  tdition8. 

Latin. - Meurer, Pauli Ssrt.ni Liber (tbt U, comectd rsd- 
ing material concernizag home ngiom ; utcolion fata the 
Roman world or connscted leason8 fmm Roman Ehtorg, 
pethsps a hiitory of tha kingm. iundhg dd-7 bst.reea 
tradition and hùtory, or between prtriucbal and huoic 
times) . 

Religion. - BibIica1 Hietory of the Old Tart.mant. (Tho of 
the Patriarchr, H e m .  Judges, Kiags.) Pcnonai relation 
of the eame (the commdty)  and of the whole I i d t i c  
people to God. The mort g t n d  facl  of tbe C a m  
are learned from the Bible EIiitoq, crpecialiy the dnr 
Article .nd the Ten CommandmonU. 

Beography. -L.n&. Mors minute d m p t i o n  (with an .ps- 

p h ~ i a  O! gcographiul typai). 
(lit Semertsr-) Home pmriacu, a d  itrte, and the whoh 

of Germany. 
(2d Semuter.) The noerinder of Europe. 

~'oruial l3ijtory.-Extemion of o ~ o n  to naighboting 
regione in order to eP1.rgs the okcnration of plant md 
animal iiie rccording to imporaut m a .  Extendon oi 
etody to ioreign landm. 

In summer and winter rs in Suta.  
f?istory.-A closed circh of typical pictuna h m  ancient, 

middle, and eepechily modern nationai hiitozy. (- 
tory excursion through German bistory for a gonerd con- 
ception of the whole ; eaaenti.Uy the hiarory of king8 rnd 
emperors, with pictuma of citiea, rUW, and naLimai 
organhtion.) 
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center Paul (Lis personal relation to Cktist and Cod)- The 
beginnings of tlie Church and a geoeml ide l  of the ume. 
Crztechism. third ArucIe- Syatematic trearment ?ad eiabo- 
razion of the î h t  Lhree. 

Geography. -From General Geography. (1s t  Scmester.) The 
atmosphere, air currenta, temperature and rainfaL Cli- 
mare. Tiie sea currenrs-mosc important liues of com- 
merce (from Commercial Geography). 
(2d Semester.) Plant and animal dietribution according 

to characteristic types and differences. 
N.B. Always (1 and 2) witk repetition and utilization of 

previously obtained kuowledge of the variou countriee, 
XaturaI S c i e ~ ~ c e .  -Systeuiatic connected tiew of the most im- 

ponant orpnisms and hm, (1st Semester-) Plants. 
(2d Sernester.) Anirnals. 

LiiJrory,-Homan hbtory M in Quarta. Am 8 new typa for 
observation and study we bave the formirig of U e  empire J 
(Kmperium Romanuui). 

German. - Reading Book with complete seIections. The Ger- 
man ihpoleonic \Vars (with especial utilization of local 
traditions), and the songs of this period- 

Latin.-Ca?sar. Bello Ciailico (the petsonality of Cwas, t&e old- 
est conùitioiis of the Gailic aiid German races in their con- 
nection with r l e  R o m  wor1J)- Stnrggie for iudepelrdence, 
with a tzckground of geoppli ical  and e t l~nopphica l  
frrcts. (Prcpantion for Tacitus, Certna~iicb ard Auusls.) 

Ovid, Sfetriniorplioses. Cboice of couipletc selections witb 
a view to tiiatorical and culture epoch. 

Greek. - Senophon, Anabasis. Background of military and 
worirl's Liisrorical view - intercst in iiiciivitlual pemoali- 
ties ; geogrtrphical and ethuogrriplicd pictures of civiiiza- 
rion (as in C a r ) ,  involvirig regions dirougli which the 
pupil is led in Bible and apostotic Iiistory, the Trojaa 
legead. Herodotus, Curtiw. and tlie Cnisi(ics. 
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French. - A reading materid u in the Pmnch Ruding 80( 

upon the hiçtory of the Germas hàpoleonic Wam, by Ch 
Ufer, Altenburg, 1087. Iiluminatioa of the epoch chmq 
Erench rounx8. 

Religion- - (1st Semestu.) The hhtory of the Apoatlea ma 
CEIatontion of the muter pnrented in Quurr) 

(23 Semester-) View of the wider ert tmioo of th. Chrj 

tian Cliurch (A~gustinus, Bonifacius, Luther). The Ca 
chisrn complered and review of the organurtion of tl 
whole (compare L-Scbluue, Katechetisehe Bcwteine. 1887 

Gtography,-Erom Gentml Geogrrphy. (lit Ssmwtar.) Mini 
dom, wbere posûble, with utiiization of home obaervuioi 
togecher with an introduction into the mort alammu 
id- ia  chemisuy. 

(2d Semester.) Coruidention of the euth u a mat 
Iife ; ita relations to the other heatenly bodi# 

,Yorural Scicnec. -lntroducrion to Phyiia. Employmsnt 
kuowledp acquired in Quarta. 

HiNory- - (Through Secunda B and A-) G e m  Uwry 
eiabonte presenution- Elaborrtion of the iepuate e p  
presented. The hi t o n d  obsemtionr iod conceptic 
obuined in Quarra and Tct(ia B u e  ealugcd a 
deepened through careful elaboruion in  the dam11 
m a t  of the Gcrman people. The opporiLLoa betwc 
Church and smta ïa ne-, u u .Lo the pwing woi 
commerce ; tlis entire instruction hu intimace q u d  
the geograpliiul backgrouiid- 

f3ernro;n. - Archenholt'a Seten Teus' Wu. Fmledck 
Great (a group of relected ritnUianr rod c m ) ,  srbibi 
thmugh trwteriwls choaen from the h h b q  of chia .r 
Schiller'i Bailada (ia arrangemeau and groupingi u c 

Cunius, Rufus. Alexander the Great (iidividiu31 
eonalities of morld-wide renown ; geograpliical and etb 
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Religion. - (1st  Sementer-) f u r o ~  c h a n  h m  pa t i c  8nd 
philasophic portion8 of the Old Teetament. 
(2d Semester.) Lesaonr h m  the euisr  Epbùea of Pad 
N.B. As in Secanda B. -fui pwsntotion md amocb 

tion of fundamenml Biblicai uad Chrutiau i d a u  

Geography. -None taught- See preceding clu. 
rVatura1 Science- - (1cSemater.) Outlinu of Mathematical 

Geography. 
(2d Semater.) Phyaics. 

Hütory.- (For this and tast cl-) Mcdiicral and modern 
history. Synthesis of the important conceprioni of bu- 
toricai Ne. Use of the preceding tzertmenc, togethet with 
various lessons from original rorirccs, iuppiementiog of tbr 
latter. Constant review of geogrrphid knowledge- 

Gennan. - (1st Semester.) View of the b e r  denlopment of 
German literahxre. PItZivrI. Kloprtockla M W ,  and 
Odes (eelectiom). 

(2d Semester.) Lersing. 
Latin. - (let Semerter.) Taci tu  Garor.oh, .nd Selectioru 

from the Amais, Lib. 1 and U (the Germon rtruggle 
for liberty). Germanicus and Aminias. Horace, Oder 
(seiections) - 
(2d Semester-) Cicero, de Omtore (relectiom: nature 

and parpose of oratory) ; Horace, Odes (Atctionr). 
Qreek. - (1st Semester.) Thucydides. Pictuma ftom tbe Si- 

cilian Expedition, Fuaeral Ontion of Periclea, uid u 
contrat and reverse, giimpsea of the downfall of the Hel- 
lenic world, III, 82. 83- Writings of Thucydidea con- 
cerning his conception of the end uid  purpose of Utorp. 
The IIiad. 

(2d Semester.) Demasthenes, the Iiiad, Sophocld 
Antigone. 

fiench. - (1st Semester.) Montesquieu, Considérationi. 
(Zd Semester.) Racine, Athalie. 
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Subject Hours a diy Hours a week 

history and geography 1 5 
techniques (reading. wrîting , num bers) '/t 2'95 
science or lth 2 or 2Ih 
cooking or 
textile or shop 144 
art 

2 

music 
1195 

1or% 
gymnasium 2!h 134 
modem languages 1h 21% 



probiems durhg the city's dcveiopmat-how it grew and changed h m  trading pst  to 

SCENCE: contributes to t&is ccnwai thmie through studies of fbx-bearing animair and 

eiementary physics and 'ChcmisPy to usdcfstand such probiems. 

HANDWORK: modcls of hows  and forts; hight t r a b ~  

ART: draw and mode1 scenes in the stages of dcvelopment of the city. 

LiTERATURE: storks of cariy explorrrs; of Chicago's lcading citioeiis 

WRiTE & ILLUSTRATE: thcir own nories-wnte theu own himry of the city. 

SPELLMG % PENMANSHIP: motivatlcd by their desire to wntc and to make their 

stories neat and Iegible. (Cooke, 1926, p.3 1 1-3 12) 



Children and teachers participate in seiecting subject mattcr and in planning 
activitits. . 
The prograrn centen on the ne& nad hterests of individuab and group. 
Time schedules are flexible. except fot certain advities . . . which may have 
fixed periods. 
Learning is iargely experimental. 
The formal recitation is modified by conferences, excursions, research, 
dramatùation. construction and sharing, uitepreting and cvaluating activi- 
tics. 
Discipline is self-control rather than imposed conmol.. . . 

* The teachet is cncouraged to exemse initiative and to nuurne responsibil- 
ity; she enjoys considerable freedom in conneaion with the courte of study. 
time scheduia. and procedure. 
Emphasis is plafed on instruction and creative expression in the arts and 
crafts. 36 
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THE PROJECT METHOD 
By WILLIAM f i .  KI LPATRICK 
Mmor OC Ednation. Ttachm COU- 

The word 'project' is perhaps the latest arriva1 to knock for 
admittance at the door of educational tenninology. Shdl we 
admit the stranger? Not wisely until two prelirninary questions 
have first been answered in the affirmative: First, is therc behind 
the proposeci term and waiting even now to be christened a valid 
notion or concept which promises to render appreciablc service 
in educational thinking? Second, if WC grant the forcgoiiig, docs 
the term 'project' fitiy designate the waiting concept? Because 
the question as to the concept and its worth is so much more sig- 
nificant than &y matter of mere names, this discussion will deal 
almost aclusivdy with the first of the two inquiries. It is indeed 
entircly passible ttut some other tem. as 'purposeful a d ,  for 
exainple, WOUM cal1 attention to a more important element in 
the concept, and, if so. might prove superior as a term to the word 
'projet'. At the outsct it is probably wise to caution tlic rcadcr 
against expecting any gnat  amount of novelty in the idea here 
preented. The metaphor of christening is not to be taken too 
seriously; the concept to be considered is not in fact newly born. 
Not a few readers will be disappointed that after al1 so little new 
is presented. 

A little of the personal may pcrhaps scrve to introclucc the 
more formal discussion. In attacking with successive chsscs in 
educational theory the problem of method, 1 had felt increwingly 
the need of unifying more completely a number of important 
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strengtli, If we conceivc activities as ranging on a scalc from 
thosc pcrformed under dire compiilsion up to those into which 
one puts his 'wholc hcart', the argument herein made restricts 
the tcrm 'project' or purposeful act to the upper portioiis of the 
scnle. An exact dividing linc is hard to draw, and yields indeed 
in iniportance to the notion that psychological value increasea 
wi th t h  clcgrce of approximation to 'wholcheartedncss'. As to 
the social cnviroiiincnt clcrnent, somc mny feel that, howcver 
important this is to the fullest ediicative experience, it is still 
nat csscntial to (lie conception of the piirposeful act as here 
prcscii tctl, l'hesc iiiiglit tliereforc wish to lcave this elciiient out 
of thc clefiiiing disciirision. To this 1 should not objcct if it were 
clcarly uiiderstwl that the rcsulting concept-now essentially 
psychnlogical in charactcr-genernlly speaking, demands the 
social situation both for its practica! working aiid for the com- 
pnrat ivc vnlua tioii of profieral projects. 

With tliis gcncral intrduction, wc may, in the first place, Say 
that tlic purposefiil act is the typical uiiit of the worthy life. 
Not tliat al1 purposes arc good, but thnt the worthy lifc consists 
of ptirposive activity and not mcrc Orifting, We scorn tlic man 
who pnssively acccpts whnc fatc or sanie othcr chance brings to 
him. Wc admirc the maii wlio is riiaster of his fate, wlio with 
dclilntraic regard for a total sitiiation forms clcar and far-rcacliing 
purposcs, wlio plans and executes witli nicc care the purposcs so 
foriiictl, A man wlio habitually so rcgulates his life with refereiice 
to wortliy social nims meets a t  oiicc the demands for practical 
cficiciicy and of riioral rcsponsibility. Such a one presents the 
idcal of tlernocratic citizeiiship. It is equally true thnt the pur- 
poseilil act is not tlic unit of lifc for the serf or the slave. Thcsc 
p r  uiifortunates must in the intcrcst of the overmastering sys- 
tem bc Iinbituatecl to act with a mininium of their own purposinp 
ancl with a maxinium of scrvilc acccptancc of others' purposes. 
fn  important matters they mercly follow plans handed down to 
them from above, and execu te thesc according to prescribed direc- 
tions. For them another carries responsibility and upon the 
rcsults of their l a b r  anothcr passes judgment, No such plan 
as tliat lien advocated woulil produce the kind of docility re- 
quired for their hopless fnte. But it is a democracy ahich we 
contemplate and with which we are here concerncd, 
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As the purposefiil act is thus the typicnl unit of tlic worthylifc iii  
a democratic socicty, so alço should it I)e made the typicat unit 
of school procedure, We of America have for years increasingly 
desired that educntion be considcred as lifc itself and not as a 
mere prepnration for later living, The conception before us 
promises a definitc step toward the nttainment al  this end. If 
the purpscful act lx in reality the typicnl unit of tlic worthy Mc, 
then it follows that to base educatioii ara piirposcful ncts is exactly 
to identily the process of educatioii with worthy living itself. 
The two becorne then the samc, All tlic arguments for placing 
educatioti on a life basis seem, to nie nt any rate, to conciir in 
support of this thesis, On this tasis cdtication bas bccome Me, 
And if tlie purpseful act thus makes of education lifc itsclf, 
could we reasoning in advance expect to firid a Ixttcr prcparatioii 
for later life than practice in living iiow? We have heard of ald 
that "we lcarn to do by doing," and much widom rcsides in thc 
saying. If the worthy Me of the comirig dûy is to consist of wcll- 
chosen purposeful acts, what preparation for that time coultl 
promise more than practice now, undcr discriminatiag guidance, 
in forming and txccuting worthy purposcs? To this end niust tlie 
child have within rathcr large limits the opportunity to pupose. 
For the issues of his act hc must-jn likc limits-lx hcld accoiiiit- 
able. That the child may properly progress, the tot :il si triatioii- 
ail the lactom of life, including comradcs-speaking, if nced IR 
through the tacher, must make clcar its selective judgmciit 
upon what he dom, approving the better, rejecting the worw, 

I In r true sense the whole nmaining discussion is but ta support 
the contention h m  argued in advancc that ducation bosed on 
tbe purposcful act pieparcs best for lifc while at  the saiiie tiiiic 
it umstitutes the present worthy life itself, 

A more explicit reasm for making the purposeful iict t lic ty (,i- 
cal unit of instruction in round in the utilization al the Inws 01 
Icarnîng which this plan a h d a .  1 ani assuming tliat it is iiot 
nccessary in this magazine to justify or evcn cnpliiin a t  leiigtli 
th- taus.' Any act of conduct coiisists of a rcslmsc to the 
d t i n g  situation. That rcsponse and not some other followcd 
th pivcn situation bccausc thcrc cxistcd in the ncrvous systciii 

iTk dincurion whkh kt ldlowa 1s adaptai (rom Thorndlke'a Edutalkwal 
Pqddoty, Vol, I I ,  pp, 1-16. 
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a bond or connection joining tlic stimuliis of that situation with 
thnt response. Some such bonds corne with us into the world, 
as, for examplc, thc infant cries (rcsponds) when he is very 
hungry (situation acting as stimulus). Othcr bonds are acquired, 
as wlies the child Inter asks i n  words for food when he is hungry. 
131c j)raclces of ncqiiiring or otlicrwisc cliniiging bonds we cal1 
Icariiiiig. l ' l ic cnrcfiil statcmcnts of tlic conditions iiiidcr wliich 
bonds arc built or clianged are the laws of learning. Bonds i r e  
not always equally ready to act: whcn 1 am angry, the bonds that 
have to do with siniling are distinctly unready; other bonds 
controlliiig uglier hehavior are quite ready. When a bond is 
ready to nct, to  act gives s~!isjac~ion niid not to act gives annoy- 
ancc, Wlien a bond is not ready to act, to act gives aniioyance 
aiid iiot to act gives satisfaction. Tliese two stateincnts con- 
stitiitc tlic Law of Rcadiness, Thc law tliiit most conceriis us i n  
tliis discitssion is tliat of Effect: wlieii a modifiable bond acts, 
it is strciigthennl or wenkcned nccordi~ig as satisfaction or niinoy- 
ancc rcsiilts, l'hc ordinary psychology of common observation 
h m  iiot I m n  so c'onscious of thesc two laws as it bas of tlic third 
Iaw, tlii it of Exercisc; I lut for mir p~~cse~i t  purlases, rcpetition 
siniply tiicans the continucd application of the law of Effcct.' 
Therc arc yet othcr laws necessary for a full explanatioii of the 
facts of learning. Our nvailnble space nllows for only one niorc, 
1li;rt ol  'svl' or ntlitiitlc, l l ic ollicrs WC hiivc to assume witliout CX- 

plicit rcfcrence. Wlicn a pcrson is vcry aiigry, he is sonietimes 
colloqiiially said to be "mad al1 over." Such a phrase implies that 
matiy hoials are rendy to act conjoinily to an end, in tliis case, 
the eiid of overcoiiiing or doing damage to the object of anger. 
Under siich conditions thcre is (a) available and a t  work a stock 
af cnergy for attniiiing the end, (h)  a stntc of readiness i n  the 
bonds prtaining to the nctivity n t  linnd, and (c) a correlative 
unreridiiiess on tlic part of tlie bonds tliat might thwart the 
attninmcnt of thc cnd conteinplatcd by thc 'set'. Thc rcadcr is 
asked to ilote (a) how a 'set' towards an end means readiness aiid 
action of pertinent bonds with rcfcreiice to that end, (b) Iiow this 
end definea auccess, (c) how readiness means satisfaction when 
siicccss is attained, and (d )  tiow satisfaction strengthens the 

'The law of Eauclw docr of cour* lncludc more than thli, u the ruemdul 
educator i i i t is t  know I f  hc would mcct al1 rltuatlona, 
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bonds wliosc action brougli t succcss, 'I'licsc facts fit wcll wi i l 1  

the generalization that nian's mental powers and capacities catiic 
in ts  being i n  connection with the continual attaining of ends 
deinanded by the life of the organisrii. Thc capacity for 'sct' 
mcans in  the case of man the capacity for deterniined and tlirectetl 
nctioii, Siicli nction mentis for oiir d is~u~ is io~ i  na! oiily thnt 
(objectivc) ~iicccss is more l ikcly to rcsult, Iiii t tliul Icariiii~g 
bctter takcs place. The bonds whosc action broiight succc!ss 
are'by the resulting.satisfaction more firmly fixed, bot11 as dis- 
tinct bonds separately considcrcd niid as a systcrn of boiids 
working togethcr under the 'set'. Set, readiness, detcrniincd nc- 
tion, succcss, satisfaction, and learniiig are inheren t ly connected , 

How tlicii docs the purposefiil act iitilize the Inws of Icarniiig? 
A boy is intent upon making a kitc tlint wil l  fly, So far he lins 
not succccdcd. Tlic purpose is clcar. 'I'liis piirpose is but tlic 
'set' consciously and volitionally bent mi its end. As set the ptir- 
pose is tlic inner iirgc that carrics tlic lmy on in  tlic face of Iiiii- 
drance and difiiculty, 1 t brings 'rciitlincçs' ta pr t i t ic i i  t iriiicr 
resourccs of knowledge aiid thouglit. Eye.and Iiand are mntlc 
alert. 'I'lic purpose acting as aitir guides tlie boy's t l i ink i i i~ ,  
dirccts his cxriiiiination of plan and niatcrid, clicits froiri wii l i i i i  
appropriûtc suggcstioas, and tests tlicsc sevcral suggestions Iiy 

their pcrtiiicncy to the end i n  view. The purposc i n  that it c w -  
tcniplrilcs ii slwcific ciid dcfincs succt!ss: the kitc miist fly cir 
hc lins foilccl. l'lie progressive attaiiiiiig of succcss wit l i  referciicc 
to su bordinatc aims brings satisfac tion at  the successive stages 
of completion. Satisfaction i n  detail aiid i n  respect of the wholc 
by  thc aiiiomatic working of thc sccoiid law of learniiig (EfTcct) 
fixes thc several bonds which by tbcir successive successcs 
brought the firintly siiccessful kite. 'l'lie purposc tlius supplics 
the motive power, makes availablc iiiner rcsourccs, guides tlic 
process tu  its pre-conceived end, and by this satisfactory succcss 
fixes in tlic boy's mind and charactcr tlic succcsshil stcps as part 
and parccl of one whole, Tlic purposcfiil iict ducs iitilizc tlic 
laws of Iccirning. 

But tliis account does not yct cxlinust tlic iiiflucnce of tlic 
purposc on the resiilting Icarning. Siipposc as cxtremc cases Iwo 
boya niükiiig kites, tlic one witl i  wliolclicnrtdiicss of purposc, iis 
WC hnvc jiist dcscriM, the othcr iiiitlcr direst conipulsion iis n 
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most unwelcome task. For simplicity's sakc slippose the latter 
under enforced directions makes a kitc identical with the other. 
Call the identical movenients in the hvo cases the 'priiiiûry' 
responscs in kite-making. Tbese furnisli the kind of respoiises 
that we can and customarily do assign as tasks-the exiernal 
irreducible niininium Cor the matter at  hand. Upon sucli wc 
c m  fensibly insist, evcii to the point of piiiiishineiit if we so tlecidc. 
Ikllow iiow ilic iliiiikiiig of tLc two boys ns tlicy makc tlicir kilcs. 
Besides the tliinking iiccessarily involvctl in tlie 'priniary' rc- 
sponscs, othcr thouglits, fcw or niany, will coine; somc pcrhaps 
of niûtcrials or proccsscs iiivolved, pciiuitilirac as it wcrc of the 
primnry rcsponses; otlicrs more pcrsoiial or by way of coiiinient 
upon the process, The pcnumbrae of the primary we tiiay cal1 
the 'acccssory' or coiiiplcnicn tary rcspnscs ; the ot licrs, the 
'coiiconiitants' or by-products of the nctivity. Thé termiriology 
is not cntircly Iiappy, and exact lines of division are not eiisy to 
draw; but the distinctions mny prliaps help us to sec a fiirther 
funciion of purpose. 

As for the primary responses we iicctl do littlc more thaii 
recall thc discussion al  tlic immcdiotdy preccdiiig pnragraplis. 
The factor of 'set' coiiditions the Ieariii~ig process. A strong set 
actiiig tliroiiglt thc satisfnctioii wliicli nttcnds succcss fixes qiiickly 
and titrorigly the boiicls wliicli brouglit succcss, III the ci\sc oI 
cocrcioii, liowcvcr, a dillcrciit statc of ;iff airs Iiolds. Tlicre arc 
in efiect two sets opcrating; one set kept in existence salely 
throiigti coercion is coiicerned to makc a kitc that will pass mus- 
ter; the othcr set has n differcnt end aiitl would pursue a difl'crent 
course werc tlie coerciaii renioved, Ench set iii so far as it actu- 
ally cxists means n possible mtisfactinn and in that clcp,rcc a 
possiblc lcarniiip. Ihit tlie two sets Iieing opposed iiicün at  
times a confusion as to the object of siicccss, and in evcry case 
each set destroya a part of the other's sntisfnction and so ham- 
pers the primary Icnrniiig, So Car tlicii as conceriis cvcii the 
barest mechanics of kite-making, tlie boy of wliolehearted purpose 
will emerge with a Iiigher degrec of skill and knowlcdge and his 
lewning will longer nbide with him, 

In the case of the accessory or co~iiplementary respoiws, thc 
difierence is qually iioticeable, The unified sct of wholeheartcù- 
ncss will render avaitable al! the pertinent connected inner re- 
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sourccs, A wenltli of ~iiargiiial rcsponscs will bc rcndy to conic 
forward at cvery opportunity, Thoughts will be turned over 
and over, and each step will I>c connected in tnany ways with 
other expericiices, Alluring lends in various allicd directions 
will open before the boy, which oiily the dominant prcscnt pur- 
pose could suffice to postpone. 'i'he elenicnt of satisfaction will 
attend coniiections secn, so that the coiiiplcx of nllictl tliinking 
will the loiigcr reninin as o mciitnl possession, 1\11 of tliis is 
cxnctly iiot so witli tliu otlicr Iwy, '1'11~ hrI)iddci~ 'set' so Iai i~ 
as it persists will pretty effectually qiiciicli the glow of tliought. 
Uiireadiness will rnther characterizc! Iris iit t i  tilde. Hcspoiiscs 
ûccessory to the work at  hand will bc fcw in numlxr, and tlie few 
that come will lack the eleincnt of s;itisfactioii to fix them, 
Where the onc boy hm a wealtli al ncccssory idcas, tlic otlicr 
ha8 povcrty. What nbides with the oiie, is flceting with the 
ather. Even more ptonounced is the clifference in ttic by-prod- 
ucta or concomilanls froin these contrastcd activities. The one 
boy looks iipon his school activity witli joy and confidence and 
plans yet ottier projects; the other couiits Iiis school ri bore and 
begins to look elsewhere for the expression there denied. To the 
one the teachcr is a friend and cornrade; to thc other, n tasknins- 
ter and eneniy. The one easily feels Iiiinself on the side of tlie 
school and otlicr social agencics, the otlicr witli cqiinl case con- 
siders theni al1 instruments of suppression. 

The contrnsts here made are conscioiisly of cxtreines, Most 
children live betwecn the two. The qucstion is whether we shall 
not conscioiisly put before us as an idcal the one type of activity 
nnd approxiinate it as closely as we cati rather ttinn supiticly 
rest content to live as close to the otticr type as tlo the generiil 
run of oiir A~nericiiti schods. Docs iiot the ortlii~nry scliool 
among us put its almost exclusive attcn tioir on the priniary re- 
sponses oncf the lcarning of these in tlie second lashi011 hcrc 
tlescrikd? Da we not too oftcn rcdiicc the siibjcct niiittcr of 
instruction to the level of this type ;iloiicb? Docs iiot Our cxaniiii- 
ation systeni-even out scientific tcsts nt times-tend to carr 
us in the sanie direction? How maiiy cliildrcn at the close of 4 
course decisivcty shut the book aiid s;iy, "Thank gracious, I nid 
through wiili that!" How many pcoplc 'get an diication' aiid 
yet Iiotc h k s  antl l i ~ t c  to tliiiik? 
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The thought suggested at the close al the preceding paragraph 
may be generalizcd into a criterion inore widely applicable, The 
ricliiiess of lifc i s  sccii upon rcflcctioii to depeiid, in large measure 
at least, upon the tcndcncy of wliat one does to suggest and 
prepare for succeeding activities, Any activity-bcyond the 
barest physical wants-which does iiot thus 'lead on' becomcs in 
timc stale and tlnt. Siich 'Icading on' incans tiiat the individual 
lins I ~ c i i  inodifial so tbat Iic sccs whnt bdore he did iiot sce or 
does what beforc lie could not do, But this is exactly to say tliat 
tlic activity his Iiad an ediicativc cffect. Not to eliihrate the 
nrguiiiciit, WC iiiny nssert tliiit tlic richness of life dcpcnds exactIy 
on iis tendency to lend one on to other like fruithl activity; 1 
that tlie degree of this tendency consists exactly in the cducative 
e k c t  of tlie activity involved; atid tliat we may therefore take 
as iItc criterioii of the value of aiiy activity-whether inten- 
tionally cducativc or tiot-its tcndency directly or iiidirectly 
to lcnd thc individunl.and othcrs wlioni he touches an to other 
likc friiitful ac~ivity. If WC apply this criterion to tlie cornnion 
run of Atncriciiii scliools we get cxactly the discouraging results 
indicatcd above, I t  is the thesis of this paper that thcse evil 
rcsults must inevi tably lollow the effort ta found our cducational 
proccdiire on an unending round of set hsks in conscious disre- 
gnrd of the eleiiiciit of doiniiiniit piirposc in thosc wlio perform 
tlic iiisks, This again is nat to siy tliat every purposc is good nor 
tlint the child is a suitable judge as between purposcs nor that 
tic is iicvcr to bc forced to act agaiiist n purpose whicli lie eiitcr- 
tiiiiis, WC cori~cii~plnte no xlicrne of subordination of tcacher 
or scliool to cliitdish whim; biit wc do mean that aiiy plan of 
educatioii;il procedurc whicli docs not nim consciously and iri- 

, sisteri tly a t  securing and u tilizing vigorous purposing on the part 
of t h  pupils is foiinded csçen tialfy on an ineffective and unfruitful 
bnsis. Nor is tlic qucst for tlcsirnl)lc purposca hopelcss, Tbcrc is 
no iic:ccss;sary cotiflict in kind Iwtwccii the social demûiids and the 
child's intcrcsts, Oiir wliolc Inbric of institutional M e  grcw out 
of human intercsts, The path of the race is here a possible path 
for the individiial. There is no normal boy but has already 
ninriy socially desirable interests and is capable of many more. 
1 t is the special duty and opportuni ty of the tacher to guide the 
piipil through bis present interests and achievement into, the 
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wider interests and achicverncn t deniniitlcd by t lie widcr social 
life of the older world. 

The question of moral ediicatioii wns iiiiplicitly rniscd iii t h  
#t, 
! ., precedhg paragaph. What is the effect on morals of tlie plan 
. V, herein advocated? A full discussion is  iinlortunntely impossible, 

Speaking for mysell, however, I coiisiilcr the possit>ilities for 
buikiing niornl charactcr in a rbgiiiie of purposclul activity oiio 

- - 

'01 th~ctrongest pointe iii ita Lavor; a d  eimtrariwise thc tetidcney 
ltoward a ulfish Individualim one of thc strongest coiints ngaiiist 
Our custom;iry kt-(JI dt-atone-at-yoiir-own-desk procedure. 

character ir primnrily an a h i r  of sli;rrctlsocinl rcln tiotiships, 
to determine one's conduct and attitudes witli 
welfare of the group, This nicans, psycholog- 

i d y ,  building stimulus-response boiitls siich tliat whcn cer- 
tain idCy are present as stimuli certain npprovcd responses will 

then concerned that children get n goodly stock 
idcu ta sente as stimuli for conduct , tliat thcy dcvelop g m l  

judgnmt lor selecting the idea approprinte in û givcn cnsc, nntl 
tht tbey have firmly built euch resporise bonds as will bring 
-u W b b l y  am psibl-the appropriate conduct once the 

tdtl haa k c n  chosen. In terms of this (necessarily sim- j 

p lh i )  ranlylir we wish sucfi school procedure as will mostl 
rridt in <bc rqulite body of ideas, in the needed skill 

fa iuûging r maal ut l~t ion ,  and in iinlailing approprintc re- 
mpoœe h o &  To et thae thm can we conceive of a bettcr 
&y &ma by living la a r#*d nilieu which provideri, undrr coin- 

1 pettat wpcnti#an, for mhad coping with a varicty of socinl 

l 
1 
'. dtuaikru? ln tk dml p r m d u k  herc advowtcd childrcn are 
üviag Lo(crbtr in tbe punuit of a rich variety of purpses, somc 

l L d i i L l d y  rought; many <mijoin(ly. As must hnppen iii 
- adai annmingting, oquions of moral sircss will arisc, Iwt Iicrc 

- f o r h i ~ t e l ~ ~ n d c r  condiiian~ that cxrlude exirci,,c iii i i l  îslnl- 
d y  b f u l  oin. Under the eye of the skilllitl tcarltcr III<: 
+ildm aa an embryonic mciety will inrike incrcasingly fiwr 

: &miUnations as to rhat is right mil propr. ldens and jiidg- 
ment, thus Motive and occasion nrisc togetlier ; tlir tercher 
hi but to s tn r  the prgres of evaluatit~g the situatioii. Thc 
t d # m  mucceirif we bclieve in deiiiocracy-will consist iii 

b 

b 
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grndually cliriiir~atiiig tiiiiisclt or Iicrscll [rani tlic siicccss of tlie 
procedurc. 

Not only do defined idcns and ski11 in judgiiig conie [rom siicli 
a situation, but responçe bonds as well. The continual sharing 
of purposes in such a schoal offers ideal conditions for iorming 
the neccssnry habits of give aiid take. The laws of lcarning Iiold 
here as elscwhere, especially tlie Law of EiTect. If thc child is 
to set iip Iiabits of acting, satisfactian must attend the doing or 
qiinoysncc! tbc lailurc. Now tliere are few satisfactions so grati- 
lying and Icw nnnoyances so distresshg iw the approvd and the 
clisnpproval O€ our comrnrlcs. Anticipatcd npproval will care 
for most crises; l ~ i t  tlic positivc social disapproval of oiic's 
fellows lias peculiar potcricy. Wlicn the teacher increly coerccs 
and the oilicr pupils side witli tlieir cornrade, a contrary 'set'- 
sucli as wc carlicr discussctl-is alrnost iiicvitablc, ottcn so definite 
as to prcvcnt the fixiiig in the child's charnctcr of t h  desired 
respoiise, Coiiforinity niny bc biit outwnrd, But wlieii al1 con- 
ccriicct (iikc part in dccidiiig wlint is just-if tlic teaclicr act 
wisely-tlicrc is'far less likclilid of an opposing 'set'. Sonichow 
disapproval by those wlio undcrstand from oiic's own point of 
view tends to dissolve an opptmiiig 'set', and oiic acts tlicn iiiore 
lully iroiii Iiis own dccision. lii such cascs tlic desircd h i id  
is bctter biiilt iii one's iiioriil cliaractcr. Coiiforinity is not 
inerely oiitwnrrl. 1t is ncccsçnry to einplinsize tlie part llie 
teaclier pfnys iri iliis group biiildiiig of bonds. l a f t  aloiie, as 'the 
gen tlemaii's grnt lc' ie collcgc indicntes, pi1 pils inay devclop 
Iiabits of dawdlirig. Agiiirist this purposelessiicss tlic prcsent 
thcsis is cspecially directcd; but propcr ideals niust lw built up , 

iii the scliool group. As ail idcal is but nit idca joincd witb tcii- 
tlciicics to nct, the proccdure for building has bcen discussed; 
I ~ i t  tlie ~ciiclicr i s  rcsl)oiisiblc for the rcsults. 'i'lie pupils work- 
ing undcr Iiis guidance iiiiist through the social experiences en- 
couiitered build the idcals necessary for approved social Me, 
The r4gimc of pirrpoçclul activity offers tlien a wider variety of 
educativc iiioral cxpericiiccs niore ncnrly typical of life itself 
tlian does out iisiial school piocedurc, lends itself k t t e r  to the 
ediicative cvaluation of these, and provides better for the f i h g  
of al1 as permanent acquisitions in the intelligent moral char- 
aclcr. 

4 

f l'! The qiiesiioii of the groatli or i~uildiiig of intcrcsts is iinpor- 
: tant in the tlieory of the plan lrere discussed. Many points still 
' prove dificiif t, but some tliings can bc snid, Most obvious is the 
' ; fact of 'maturing' (itself a dificult topic). At first an infant 

responds au tomatically to Iiis enviroimicnt. Only Inter, after 
many experiences Iiave Ixen orgsiiizcd, cnn Iic, properly spenk- 
hg, entertaiii purposes; and in this tlierc are niniiy gradations. 
Similarly, the carliest stcps involval iii working out a set arc 
thore that have h i  iiistinctivcly joiiied with t h  praeess. 
Lter on, steps may be taken by 'suggcst ion' (tlic relativcly auto- 
matic working of acquired associatiutis). Oiity cniiipnra tively 
bte do we find true adaptation of iiicaiis to eid, tlic coriscioiis 

' c b o a  of s t e p  to the attainrnent of delilxrntcly forined purposes. 
Thac considerations must qualify any stntcmcnts made rcgard- 
ing chihl purposes. In this connectioii it  quotatjoii h m  Woocl- 
wath'r  new book i s  pertinent: "Aliiiost nny objcct, iilmost aiiy 
act, oad particularly almost aiiy proccss or cliriiigc in objecta 
tht CUI bc directd by oiie's owii activi ty toward soiiic rkfiiii tc 
d, b interesting on its own account, and furnishes its own drive, 
oaœ it L la*$ initiatd." ( D y ~ n r i c  Psychobgy, p. 202.) One ' 
nalt  d the gto~th &te discuswl is ila 'leading on' it iiffords. 
A *O acquird u end êa. be applied os iiieans to new purposen. 

l 1 SiIl a idea uüng 6rst in coniiecth~i with iiicans niny I r  
Ci* out for mpUd consiûeration aiid so lorm ncw ends. This 

b a d the ~ ~ l t  lruitY sources uf ncw ititcrcîts, particic- 
My d the intdktual  kind, 

In oo~loection with thii 'maturing' gms a pncrnl iricreme iii 
tbe 'intaest span', the lenath of time during wliicli a set will 
d a  active, the time within wliich-n child will-if allowcd- 
wœk&nygivn, projet. What part of this iiicrcnsc Is due to 
nahm and physical maturing, what part to nurturc, wliy the 

+ 
L bng for mne activitia and short for others, Iiow we can 

(bc ~pui in imy given aan, are questions of the grsatest 
mœat for the eduutot. It  ii a mattcr of commoii kiiowle<lgc 
tbat d h n  tinib 'interes' may be I ~ ~ i l t  up, the corrclativq 
intaeat rpans appreciably increased. Whntever dse may be 
uiâ, thim must mean that stimulus-response bonds have been 
f o r c d  and this in arronl;ice with the laws of learning, We 

j bm r l n d y  aeen the g « ~ t a l  part plnycd by the factor of pur- 
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pose in utilizing the laws of Icnrning. Tfierc seciiis iio reason to 
doubt that like considerations hold here. In particular the dis- 
ciission of cocrcion with its two opposed sets holds alrnost un- 
chang~l. Silice the 'set' of cxteriial origin has its correlative 
goal and its conscqueiit possible success, there is a theoretical 
possibility of leariiing. 1ii tliis way WC rnay coi~ccivc n ncw 
iiitcrcst biiilt by cocrcioii, Two factors, Iiawcvcr, grciitly nffcct 
tlic ~>riaticiil iitilization of tliis possibili ty, tlic oiic idicrerrtly to 
Linder, the other pmsibly to Iielp. The inlicrent hindrhce is 
the opposcd (internal) set, wliich in proportioii to its iritensity 
iiiiil persistence will cniifiise the definition of siiccess and lessen 
tlic satisfaction of attaiiimeiit, Acqiiiring a ncw interest is in 
this respect ciccordingly doiibly and inherently hindered by cacr- 
cioii. l'tic second factor, which niay chance favorably, is the 
possilility tliat what (reduccd) leiirning takcs place may coniicct 
wi t h soinc already poten tinlly existent intercst giving such ex- 
~)rcssioti to it th@. the iniicr opposition to thc criforccd nclivity 
is won ovcr, and 'the opposiiig set dissoIved. 'iïiis sccond factor 
is of especial signifiwiice Cor the Iiglit it throws itpon the relation 
of tenclicr mid piipils iii 4 his iiicittcr of cocrcioii, 1 t seciiis fronr 
tlicsc coiisitlcriitions tlirit if coinpiilsion will rcsult in sucli learii- 
iria as sets lree soriic self-coiitinuiiig activity niid thcsc bcfore 
b;irmfulcoiiconritatitsIiavcL>ccii sct up, we mriy epprovc suchcoin- 
piilsion as a uscful tcmporary device. Othenvise, so far as con- 
cerns tlic 1)uildiiig of iiitcrests, tlic use of caercioir scciiis ü clioice 
of cvils with thc general probiibilities opposing.' 

It may bc well to coinc closcr to the ciistoinary subject maltcr 
of the scliool. Lct ils coiisidcr tlic classification of the different 
-types of projects: Typc 1, wlicre the purpose is to cmbody soine 
idea or plan in extcrnal forni, as building a boat, writing a letter, 
presentirrg a play; type 2, wlierc the purpose is to enjoy some 
(cdictic) cxlzriciice, ns listciiiiig to a story, hcariiig a symphony, 

@ Coercluii inny IF! pcrinieslWc ;le ii ~,artlcular cipdlcnt In Mme otlicr Initnriccs, 
a9 whcn daiiiagc! Ir almut to ln donc cllhcr to othcrc or to propaty or to the clilld 
lil~nnclf~ Ctcnrly tliir In n t w t ~ ~ w r a r y  ~ C V I C L '  and, cvcn In t h c e  am, gencrnly a 
clioice ol cvils, 

Tliere arc mme wlio necdlessly confuac corrcion wilh purpoiiclul acllon In the 
Ince of dlfficulty, A certain utrai  of difficulty 11 hcolthy, probably necewry to 
wl~olcheartdncm. Without It thcte in  Likcly mere routlneiicIlon d functlon8 dicady 
lcarntd. Oa the otha band, too qrcat o dilficulty meiuu failbue oftcn wlth d k  
couragement, Jn betwen theme extrenm Iln the niort cduallve rctivity. 

I 
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appreciating a picture; type 3, whcrc the purpose is tostrnightcn 
' out some intellectual difficulty, to solve some problem, as to 

find out whcther or not dew falls, to nsccrtûin how Ncw York 
,+ outgrew Philndelphia; type 4, whcrc the purposc is to obtain 

sonie item or dqrce of skill or knowlctlgc, as Icnrriiiig to writc 
grade 14 on the Tliorndikc Scnlc, Icariiing tlic irrcgular vcrl~s 
in Frcncli. It is  ot oiicc evident tttnt tliesc groitpiiigs iiiorc or 
ess ovcrlap nnd tlint aile type nny IH! iiscd ns niniiis to ûiiotlier 

end. I t may be of iiitercst to notc tliat witli tlicse defiiiitions 
e project methoû logically includcs tlic problem mcthal as a 

. npecial case. The value of scich a clossi fication as tlint here givcn 
*cn, to me to lie in the Iiglit It sliould tlirow on tlic kind of pro- 

an tlic procedurc tlint normally 

g, pliiniiirig, cxecii tiiig and judg- , 
I neral thcory here ndvocated tliat 

place ol  thinkiiig in thc I,roeess ' 
on rnay be called to the fourth 

düd u hc growa oldcr may increasingly judge thc 
d tbe ailn and with incrcasing care and succesa 

ason I havc myself feared i ts over- 
st in my judgrnent-do cmphati- 

;m. a- wu TM"), clup. vr. 





APPENDIX G 

They were 
asked what they hoped to accompiish during the year. For a 
moment they were purdcd. The responsibility of planning 
their year's work, and setting up their own aims was new -to 
them. After brie£ refiection, they asked whether it would be 
permitted ta talk it over with each other and with their parents? 
It was decided that this was a wise plan to pursue, and that we 
would keep adding to Our list of aims as new ones occurred to us, 
or as the need made one evident. The completë list of aims. in 
the children's own words, follows : 
A. W e  want to bea  gwd citizen ofthh group. T h d m  

1. We-must be attentive whtn the tacha or a pupii is talkbg. 
2. we must coopuott. 
;. W e  miiiit not intemxpt 0th- 
4. We m u t  be pmmpt and okdi- 
5. We must be hontst and tnutworthy. 
6. We must have d i - c o n t d  apechily when the t u d i a  is out of 

the mam. 
7. W e  m u t  be ready for work mn if the tacher her k e n  de&-. 
8. W e m u n t m t i e a v e a t a d c t ü l ~  
9. On co- into the mom belore rhaol in the morniag WC must k 

quiet, a d  take out a book to study. 
IO. We must keep out raom tidy and attractive. 

B. Wt want to iaipmve in out ntudirr. 
x. We want to do our kst dwqm. 
2. W e  want to master Our diicultiu. 

C. Ive want to contioue the work for the W i d  Parker Hospital. 
D. W e  will ag to form habits thrt wiU keep us in perfea hcalth. 

x. Wemustgooutmmyrcar. . 
2. W e  must not put rnatdab, bgers, and 0th- th* in our m o u b  
3. In cold weather we m u t  put on ~ n p s  M o r e  gohg out. 
4. W e  must b d  out teeth at least twice a dry. 
5. W e  must prwent gmiag fnt wtt. 
6. We must keep our bodies ciam. 
7. We mamt a e r c k  out of doon, but not .ftu a h ~ i o y  mal. 
8. We m u t  üeep at least ten hovn nith windows wide o p e  
9. We must mot bite our dk 

IO. W e  must not eat between m a b ,  
X I  We musc stay away irom 0th- people, if we h y e  col& 

We WU uk Mr. MeUcer to help us undenstand better the things right 
-und ur. 
We WU kecp infomed in current events by teading the daiiy papem- 
and 



enicientiy. What should we in it? Who should make it out? 
W e  agreed to plan together, as far as we possibly could, as to 
what we wuld Est on Our program, and how much time to gh7e it. 
Since certain periods on certain days had t o  be left open for 
specialists to give us their expert advice, the planning was com- 
pkated. For that reason, the group naturaily called upon me 
for my expert judgment oftener than in the e d e t  planning. W e  
deaded to have a certain tirne for the following: 

1. The m d g  CO~~QCIIC~, A pcMd for seponing upon cumnt evcatr, 
interesthg projeets, and probiems. Didties arisiog in connctiot 
*th these mattar di attention to the n-ty of dritls. This puiod 
always ended nith an outhe of the pian for the &y. 

2. The drill paiod. TO be urcd for drill on such skilIs as were required for 
the projccts -in W. This period iricluded ruch formal studiu u 
arithmctic, hguage, and spcllir,g. 

;. The problem period. For finding out the why, how, and what of  CU^- 

rcrit e . t  items, problcnu raUcd by the projeas, etc. This ptovidri 
for gwgzaphy, hirtary, and scienœ. 

4. The r p c t l  project pariod. The oppormnity for individuah and 
g-uv to ==Y on a- 

* . *  of spctial intecc~t. This appiim erpccirlly 
to indu- arts and science, but it is not at ail ununial for a group 
to work at ciramatics or the composition of short storits or pocnu. 

j. The appreciation m. A time for the mjogmmt of a h ,  
and picturu. 

6. The recrcation period. To be spent in the #WL I 



APPENDIX I 
It was very interesthg to observe to what extent n-e were 

covering the subject matter prescribed in the old curriculum 
through the pupiis' projects. A portion of the record that w p ~  

kept, showing how the curriculum mataiaIized under this mode 
of procedure, follows : 

Ciass and individuai budget for 
misceilantous supplies. Teachv de- 
posited amount of money requested 
fmm each child in the baak. Chil- 
dren were given individual check- 
books with which they could purciuse 
their supplies at the college book 
store. 

I. Christmas box for a poor famity 
or institution. 

2. Diary kcpt by each child. 

3- A monthly ciass magazine 

THE SUEJECIIMA~R I X V O L ~ D :  - 
How to keep a check-book. HOW to 
keep a persopal 9rmunt-book. Taik 
on gcncral hnnting in connecthn 
with the depwit of rnoney in the 
bank. Dinchnce between a check 
and savings accouat. hieaaing of 
intemt. How t o  cornpute interest. 
Rates of interest given by b h .  

Oral composition: Speech contest 
by pupïh as to who shoufd get the a 

bw. Evcry pupii, who was 
anxious to win the box for his or 
h u  poor f d y  or institution, 
prepad a short speech to the 
group in which they set forth 
their p h -  Then the gmup took 
a vote. A girl won it  for the 
Wilhrd Parker Hospital because 
of her direct and iorceful appeal. 
Discussion with the group. W h y  
that pupii'r speech won the box 
for her hospital. The standards 
for a good speech. 
Letter nriting: A letter to ho* 
pital to find out condition and 
ne&. 
Indusuiai arts: Making of top ,  
aewing of nightgowns, use of a 
c o l n m d l  pattan. 
Cookiag: Light cookies and un- 
di- for the sick chilcirea. 
Written composition : Story, pocrn, 
and scrap-booka. 
An: Iilustrated books, artistic 
Iittle tags for parcels wben gifts 
were wrappcd, 
English : Source of language and 
speliing wotk. 
Oral compostion : Speech conteat 
as to how ta name our =Mtm 
Written composition: Storim P I I ~  
poems, riddles and joka, reports 
as to the activities in the varioui 
depanmenta. - - m.. . 



APPENDIX I (cont.) 
THE C ~ ~ E N ' S  PRO- Tas S m ~ ~ c r - h l A ~  INVOL~RD 
-1 he m o m g  confetence, in n*hiÊh 
current events wcrc reported, gave 
rise to ahost dl our problenu in =' 

history and geography. The fol- 
lowing wili serve as illustrations: 

I. A report on the reant steei strike r. Geography: A study of the min- 
led to the following questions by ing sections in the middle Atlantic 
the group. and southem states. 1s d 

manufaaured where the iron ia 
minai? Where are the rn-g 
centers? IVhac are the mnufac- 

turtag centas? How is steel 
made? Do we produce ail r e  
n d ?  

2. Civics: Ftny are the mcn O I ~  

s a c ?  1s the ause a just one? 
Cari those tmubies be settled ia a 
better way than by strike? 

3. Hiitory of the United Statu: 
When do we b t  bcar of sttilorr 
in the United States? For wtut  
did they strike then? Have th& 
causes chnged? 

2. Report on the threatened c d  x. Gcogapby: Cm1 pduçing rc- 
shomge for this year and a va>. tions in middle Adamtic s t â t u .  
cold winter prcdicted. Puph n- Ulhere is the coal produ&? HOW 
called the shortage of two y- minai? How transportcd and 
ago. "What w u e  the rcasons- where? How d l -  a shoruge 
then? m a t  are they now?" affect us? 

j. How can we predict the weathcr? I. Sa-: Q.ss organitcd iato a 
wcather burepu, studicd m- 
ment weather-maps, made a 
pdi&g the w-thv for the 
nart &y from cemin  &ta thty 
collected. 

4* Report on pros and cocu of I. H*. 
League of Nations, mentioacd the 
Monroe Doctrine, what is it? 

5. Report on rra riots. Why is it r. Histor).; the Civil 
that a negro is not nspccted like 
a white  ma^ 

6. Repon on trouble with M&o 1. Gcography: a study of M h m  
led a pupii who had ben then to 
make the aitement: W e  ought 
to fight Muico. we could go right 
in and wipe them out." Immedi- 
ateiy 0th- asked: "Would it bt 
so casy to do that?' 
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APPENDIX J 
Table 2.2 East High School's Schedule, 1938 

Period Monday Tuesday WednctAqy niwrdoy  F w  

1 ,,-,,-*,-,-----.-l,-,,,,,,,,,.~- .,,,,------- 

2 (classes in rest of school) .,.-,.-,,,.----.,---- ----------- 
3 u i - -  ---- r ---- r---r---rr -.--* **-O -------- r-rrr-ri----*---------- 

4 ,,,,,,,,,,,*,,-----~-----~--*---+rn+rn.--.-----. -a-*-- 

5 speaat fret S m  gtouP 
interest rcading intemt 

spQiI 
wunsciing intemt 

~ioups* t Qtoups mups 
6 CORE COURSES" 

7 pupils lab lab individual iWo' 
dismissed; coun~eücig 
teachers' 
con ferencc 

Bascd upon students' intercru in axe content. hc or.~hc a n  
pursuc rcading. music. aafu, an. Mient e-. 
dramatics, wfiting. " Core courses. initially wcrc Engiiih and social studies ~ C Q C ~ ~ S  
joined later by art. science. home camomics. and industrial utr 
teachers. 

"O bboratories set up in cach room offercd individu& or S& 
group timc CO meet with the cwc tcachcn b t  q- to bdp 
them. For example. a student wotking on a rojM ca*l go to 
science. art, English. or social studies labs. R 

II 
Core teachers are cxpected to teach the basic knowledge and skiils of their 
fields "insofar as (they) are consistent with teacher-pupil goals." 
Core teachers are responsible for expanding student interests "and for 
helping thcm see relationships in ail their work." 
Teachers must replace the existing system of grades and punishment with 
"new drives for leaniing." 
In choosing subject matter. only content that "assists in the soi*g of 
problems and in the meeting of the needs of pupils" i s  appropriate. 
Pupils and teachen togcther plan the work. 
Usual subject matter lines -may be ignored." 

A L I  

Personal living 
* Immediate personal-social relationships 

SoQalQvic relationships 
Econornic relütionships 
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Alberty's Ernerging Generalizations for Cumculum Design (Bullough, 
7976, 
pp. 1 32-1 33): 

1. Democracy as a guiding principle for school organization and 
pradice. 

2. The importance of relating al1 elements of the cumculum to the 
purposes of education within a democracy. 

3. The necessity of democratic leadership and the responsibility of 
administrators and supervisors to take the lead in curriculum 
development. 

4. Importance of democratic relationships among al1 school 
personnel-teachers, administrators, and students. 

5. Evaluation and testing of practices in the light of their contribution to 
school purposes. 

6. The centrality of the needs and interests of students. 

7. The use of studies to identify the needs and interests of students 
and the use of these as a basis for curriculum revision. 

8. Leaming as the "reconstnidion of experience." 

9. The central role of problem situations in learning, and the need for 
students and teachers to constantly reconstnict, through reflective 
thinking, their experience. 

10. Teaching through units with an emphasis on problerns. 

11. The method of intelligence as suggestive of classroorn teaching 
strategies. 

12. The significance of rich educational resources, such as the 
community, the use of which must be consistent with the school 
philosophy. 



i 3. The complementary roles of the psychological and the logical 
organization of subject matter in helping students achieve 
understanding. 

14. Activity (instrumental leaming), especially for the younger student, 
eventually to give way to experience wi~h organized systems of 
knowledge. 

15. lntegration of subject matter. 



Basic Generalizations Regarding the Curriculum (Alberty, 1933; as 
cited in Bullough. 1976, pp. 140-141): 

The Cumculum of the secondary school should be const~cted, 
organized, and evaluated in temis of its contribution to the 
attainment of the objectives of education. 

The various subjects areas should be so organized and taught as to 
avoid the compartmentalization of educational values and 
objectives. That is, each area should make its unique contribution 
to al1 values and objectives. 

The curriculum should be so organized as to make possible the 
progressive development of a wide range of intellectual, aesthetic, 
and pradical interests which the individual will be led to explore and 
develop both in the school and outside it. 

One implication of the above principle is that the areas of adivity be 
very broad and thoroughly integrated in the early stages of the 
secondary period and that the more specialized areas be gradually 
differentiated with logically organized studies emerging upon the 
upper levels. 

The dualism between curricular and extra-curricular should be 
avoided by introducing as a regular part of the curriculum rnuch of 
the activity now carried on in clubs and "free choice groups." 

The curriculum in each area should be organized around "centers of 
interest" and fundamental principles needed by all, with ample 
provision for meeting individual differences in interests and needs. 

The flexible organization of the curriculum proposed above is made 
possible by the application of the unit plan with its emphasis on 
cornprehensive problems and projects as the basis for leaming, in 
contrast to the daily uground-to-be-covered" conception. 

The program of studies should be organized so as to avoid fixed and 
inflexible channels into which the individual must fit. The student's 
program should be detemined in so far as possible, without reference 
to fixed curricula, upon the basis of competent guidance. 



Alberty's Guidelines for Resource Units of the Rocky Mountain 
Workshops (Bullough, 1976, pp. 165-1 66) 

The core program should include only those units. activities, or problem 
areas which: 

are common to large groups of pupils, if not all; 

are persistent or recumng in human experience, or are related to, or 
illustrative of, such pmblems (for exarnple, a bond issue for the 
construction of a local sewage disposal plant may illustrate the 
persistent problem of administration); 

are not likely to be handled well by any of the traditional subjects 
(as, family relationships); 

require, or would profit from, cooperative planning, teaching, and 
leaming ; 

cal1 for exploration in several areas of experience (as, health in 
biology, recreation, the home, sex, cars of children. public health, 
health hazards in industry, the consumer, safety, etc); 

require orientation in a wide range of relationships and implications 
for their significance to become apparent (for example, the 
corporation-as related to mass production, advertising, absentee 
ownership, labor problems, propaganda, war, imperialism, pressure 
groups, etc.); 

require consideration of various points of view in addition to factual 
data (as, race relations); 

require larger blocks of time than conventional pefiods (as. 
community study and participation); 

cal1 for relatively continuous experience rather than a unit course (for 
example, the arts are not stridly 'problems' but kinds of experience 
which should be included in the core curriculum); 



1 o. extend the application of such objectives as techniques of thinking, 
work habits. study skills. social senslivity. creativeness, etc. over a 
wider range of experience than the traditional subjects. 

1 1. require a minimum of specialized laboratory equipment; 

12. do not require extended drill in specific skills (as, taking three 
months off for drill in typing or percentage or cabinet-making); 

13. do not require sudden extension or drastic modifications of present 
levels or work habits and study skills (as, a sudden shift from 
lesson leaming to complete 
responsibility). 



Alberty's 7 Step Plan to Re-examine the Philosophy of the School; 
used to clarify school purposes during Alberty's work with the EigM 
Year Study. and later in his role as director of the University School. 
(Al berty, 1 943) 

Establish the need for re-examination, through questions which will 
point out inconsistencies and contradictions within the program. 

Organize the staff in ternis of the size of the school, its organization. 
the time available for professional activities. and the ability of staff 
members to work together effectively. 

Preliminary meetings to detemiine scope of the study and basic 
princi ples involved. 

Study of related literature. 

lnvolve the staff in a study of the local situation-the school 
population, the community; its problems and influences. 

Staff arrives at a preliminary point of view-a statement as to the 
role of the individual and the school within society. 

Formulate a final statement of the philosophy of the school, with an 
emphasis on democratic procedures. 



APPENDIX O 

Al berty's Generalizations of Leaming (Alberty, 1 953) 

Leaming is an active process which involves the dynamic interaction 
of the leamer and his environment. 

Leaming is most effective when the leamer is motivated by goals 
which are intnnsic to the activity. 

The most significant type of leaming in a democratic society is 
characterized by reflecüve thinking, rather than by mechanical habit 
formation. 

When problems are of common concem, group thinking is the most 
effective approach to leaming . 

Skills, appreciations, and understandings are most effectively 
developed as a unified whole rather than each in isolation from 
othets. 

The development and modification of attitudes is a problem of 
leaming which has great significance for the future of our democratic 
society . 



APPENDIX P 

Al berty's Problern Areas Core Curriculum: 
(Al berty, 1 953) 

1. Orientation to the school 

2. Home and family life 

3. Community life 

4. Contemporary cultures 

5. Contemporary America arnong the nations 

6. Competing political, social and economic idealogies 

7. Personal value systems 

8. World religions 

9. Communications 

1 O. Resource development, conservation, and use 

1 1. Human relations 

12. Physical and mental health 

i 3. Planning 

14. Science and technology 

15. Vocational orientation 

16. Hobbies and interests 

17. Public Opinion 

18. Education 

19. War and peace 




